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New Voices and Old Voices in Dreamstreets
We asked for submissions and we got them, many from those who are being
published in Dreamstreets for the first time. Among them is Patricia Goodman,
who frequently reads her work at the long standing 2nd Saturday Poetry Reading
in Wilmington. Nina Bennett is a founding member of the TransCanal Writers.
She has published several books of poetry, including Mixed Tape, which fuses
poetry with experiences relating to contemporary music. Clover S. Laurel
describes herself as a Gothic fantasy writer and poet. She also edits work for the
collaborative comic book series Freeloader. Mark Brunswick is a long time
Delaware native. For those of us who know him, he’s been a community activist
for many progressive causes. Here, however, he crosses over to present his
literary side to express his concerns about a pressing social issue. David T.
Shoemaker describes himself as an artist, poet, Philomath, and endomorph. His
poem in the current issue also addresses an important issue of today. Besides
hosting the 1st Tuesday Reading at the Newark Arts Alliance, Maria Masington is
a member of The Written Remains Writers’ Guild. Among a number of
publications, her work has appeared in The Broadkill Review published in Milton,
Delaware. Matthew Bailey’s day job is as a wildlife biologist with the State of
Delaware. Much of his work and interests are reflected in his poetry.
One recent trend in poetry circles is what has been termed “spoken
word.” We invite our readers to speak with two spoken word poets whose work
appears in the current issue. Crucial Poet performs regularly in the area,
including at the Newark Arts Alliance’s 1st Tuesday Poetry Reading and at the
2nd Saturday Poetry Reading. By day he works in the health care industry, and
you can check out his page on Facebook. Rich Boucher, who currently lives in
New Mexico, was a fixture in Delaware for many years. His mixture of
humorous, clever, and insightful pieces never fail to provoke, keeping issues
both big and small alive in our consciousness. Christopher Shelton has been a
performer of a different sort. He’s been a clown for the Ringling Brothers
Barnum & Bailey Circus, and portrayed the famous Ronald McDonald. In the
current issue, he’ll provide some insight into that experience.
Dhami Boo describes his poetry as, “. . . literary memoir-able spiritualpornographic writing.” He’s the inventor of the Bowgasm, a musical instrument
that he uses to accompany the reading of his work. Robin Hill-Page Glanden is a
veteran of the entertainment industry. She performs her poetry throughout the
area with her husband Kenny who plays a variety of musical instruments. Steve
Koelsch is a veteran of the local poetry scene. Not only do we provide a sample
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of his poetry, but also his visual art. Elizabeth Bonin is a budding journalist and a
recent graduate from Luther College in Decorah, Iowa. Finally, among the new
voices in this issue, Jean Youkers can be found reading her work reading her
poetry at the 1st Tuesday Reading at the Newark Arts Alliance.
Also included in this issue of Dreamstreets are four whose work has
appeared in previous issues. They are Toni Cooper, who provides a poem and
short story. Phillip Bannowsky offers us a baseball analogy for democracy, and
Franetta McMillian who brings us back to the feral reality of today. It’s
Dreamstreets stalwart Jeffrey Little who begins our literary content.
The cover for this issue comes from local artist Kristina Lynn. In addition
to the cover, she’s contributed some incidental art. This is her first appearance in
Dreamstreets.
Finally, we continue the RETOPIA project with Chapter Six, this time from
Douglas Morea. Additional chapters come from Franetta McMillian and yours
truly.

–– Steven Leech

Invitation to Submit to Dreamstreets
For over forty years, Dreamstreets has published works by contemporary and
historical writers and artists who live in, or have a strong connection to,
Delaware. While we have at times opened for submissions, we have usually
published work among a close-knit community of artists. We believe it is time to
regularize that practice with a clear submissions process and publication twice
per year, while occasionally publishing an extra and more closely-curated
number, such as our Summer 2018 issue on the history of music from
Wilmington in the 20th century.
What are we looking for? First, Delaware authors, those residing here and
those in the diaspora. We like everything from avant-guard to home-spun. We
like art that’s progressive and authors who are diverse. About forty years ago,
we declared that we would not publish anything fascist, racist, or sexist, which
set us somewhat apart, yet we have never been afraid of being edgy. Our
purpose has always been to promote art that is marginalized by the insular
esthetic of Delaware’s political economy, not to mention its insular geography.
Take a look at past issues, archived at dreamstreetsarchive.com, but don’t limit
yourself to what you see there. See if you fit the Delawarean criteria, check our
submission guidelines, and submit.
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Submission Guidelines (Read these carefully, or you may be ignored.)
We accept literary submissions in any genre from Delawareans and those in
the Delaware Diaspora. We solicit our own visual art. Generally, we do not
reprint previously published contemporary work although one previously
published poem in a sequence of unpublished poems might be permissible; just
make sure we know, so we can give credit. Our reading periods are during the
months of December and June, although we may announce changes. Anything
received outside of these submission periods will not be accepted or answered.
Send up to 5 poems of no more than 5 pages. Prose more than 10 pages will
have to work hard to find a place. Begin no more than one poem on a page and
make your stanza breaks clear. Send your work to sleech(at)udel.edu as a single
attached document in Microsoft Word (.doc or .docx) and write “Submission” in
the email subject heading. Include a cover page with name, address, phone
number, email and a short bio of 50 words or less, and indicate your connection
to Delaware. Double space prose, single space poetry, use 12-pt Times New
Roman font, and remove extra space between paragraph breaks, unless you are
seeking a particular appearance. Align text left, except for special or unusual
typography, in which case, we may have to work with you to render it faithfully.
Simultaneous submissions are fine, but please let us know in your cover
letter if you are courting another and inform us immediately if your work
becomes elsewhere engaged. We reserve first serial rights until publication,
when all rights revert to the author. Our rights include electronic as well as print
publication and magazine re-prints. Please give Dreamstreets credit if you republish your work.
Submit only once per reading period in each genre unless we ask for more.
Our editorial committee will review your work and get back to you before the
next issue.
“Go at it boldly, and you'll find unexpected forces closing round you and coming to
your aid.” – Basil King
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We Got A Letter
After 40 years and nearly 60 issues
As for the recent Dreamstreets, it was an honor to be included. Reading
Valdemar’s Corpse highlights how important Dreamstreets has been to Delaware
literature. Your writing about me in the introduction was very kind. I look
forward to reading more of Retopia. It’s interesting because I always tend to
think back to Frankenstein when it comes to creation stories. In essence, I’m
always looking for what’s going to go wrong when humans try to become God
or to make a God. In this case, it seems as if the Hostess has given Vida Godlike
powers after her heart attack or apparent death. I very much enjoy the
relationship between Vida and the Hostess—the scene by the tree and whatnot. I
still am waiting for something to go wrong though. I mean if the Hostess
becomes our new God, well then what happened to the one before? Your story
with your fellow authors is very interesting.
–– James Miller
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Jeffrey Little
At the City Limits of Delmore Schwartz
Once I saw a bird glide into a glass door, stunned genteel. It was canonical.
The various talents of the wing. We'd never spotted a single airship before,
but there they were, off in the park, eating chestnuts and blocking the slog.
I group words according to size. Like shirt noise. A subway station cannot
be understood outside of the systemic howl! For thirteen years I sculpted
theories into an onion that looked just like a trowel. I was a cutpurse, lost
on the strand, looking for a tin shroud and finding nothing but ambulatory
dolls, with thick, following faces. In a corner, absolution, or better yet, hot
soup fresh from the automat for when the situation called for a shawl man.
We bought all that we could. They both knew exactly what I wanted before
I did and when, fretting over the rip-wind's shadow. Dialectics and the ego.
It's the memories of your memory of the potato that keeps you awake when
you dream of sleeping, so please, keep to the right. Morning, it’s what you
live through, if you just won't skip to the end. Everything has a tag. There's
a fat dog, sniffing, as it circles a trash can, about to take a drop on The Daily
News. It is Tuesday, August 20th, 1957, and the New York Giants are gone.
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Patricia L. Goodman
Plentitude
Rain puddles overflow with stars tonight.
The little stream glows, too, and the pond
sparkles in its darkness. Perhaps the ground
is littered with stars all night, and without
reflection we are helpless to see them. Just as
heavens spill stars continuously, but we
are dayblind to them by the brilliance of our sun.
Isn’t it delightful to think we might be dancing
on stars every day, just as we love beneath them
every night? No wonder our feet feel glittery.
No wonder our heads are lost in light.

Nina Bennett
Recipe for Grief
Find a serrated knife. Dig a hole
in your heart, scoop out all the soft tissue,
hurl it hard and fast until it plashes
in the Atlantic, sinks at the rate
of one mile per year, past subsea canyons
adorned with sponges and coral,
a frilled shark or two, becomes
part of the benthos, where sea stars
roam the mud plains, where it feeds kelp
and flowering plants while they form
underwater meadows.
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MIDNIGHT EXPRESS TO NORFOLK
Toni Cooper
The phone rang at 5:30 in the morning. It was Sadie.
“Is this an emergency?” I shouted into the phone.
“Nooooo.” She drawled, jestfully. “It isn’t.”
“Well, then you’re tripping, right?”
“No, girl! Neither!” she answered in her shrillest voice. “Look! I’ve been up
since four this morning, and I just couldn’t wait any longer to tell you the good news.”
She didn’t even apologize. Slowly, I calmed myself, took deep breaths,
somewhat annoyed that she woke me for a non-emergency. “I’m glad to hear it,” I
yawned into the phone.
“I haven’t even told it to you yet!”
“Yeah, I know,” I answered groggily. “But whatever it is, can you get on with it,
please. I’ve got another hour to sleep before I have to get up for work.”
“It’s about Bill. Bill and me.” Her voice lowered to a raspy whisper.
“That’s what I figured,” sarcasm having gotten the better of me. “So what about
it?”
Sadie drew a long, noisy breath, and her words spewed out faster than I could
record them: “He asked me to marry him! Yeah! He did!”
"Oh, Hell, No!” My mind screamed. “You know that I know that he is already
married, Sadie! Is he going to divorce his wife…again?” I asked calmly. For me, this
was another tired-ass conversation because I’ve been over it so many times before, that I
almost know the story by heart. Like, she been knew Bill is already married. He’s been
promising to divorce his wife for years.
“So what’s he going to do with his wife this time, Sadie, kill her?”
Sadie giggled, delightfully ignoring me. “No, girl! This is for real!” More deep
breaths.
“Brenda, we got it all figured out.
We got us a plan!”
This time, I feigned a yawn, patiently waited.
“This time he really, really means it, Brenda.”
“I didn’t say anything, Sadie.”
“I know you didn’t, but you yawned like you didn’t believe that this time it’s for
real.” She spurted. “Take a long, hard look at a sister when we meet up this week
because I’ll be gone for a while. Surprise! I’ll be heading to Virginia come the end of the
month.”
I sat up erect. “End of the month! That’s kind of sudden, isn’t it? What’s the
hurry? You pregnant or something?”
Sadie sniggled. “You funny.”
I didn’t smile.
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“Yeah, come May first, I’m going down to Roanoke ahead of him, See? I’m going
to find us, did you hear when I said us? I’m going down to find us an apartment. You
know, something small for the time being. I am so excited!”
“You really serious, huh?”
“Like death. As long as he’s here in Delaware, and I’m here in Delaware, and
she’s here in Delaware, he’s like trapped. Know what I mean? Nothing’s ever going to
happen between us until we can be together honestly, and out in the open, like a man
and woman should.
“So,” she exhaled loud and long. “What’s gonna happen is that I’m going down
first, you see? Get an apartment. And once I get set up down there, he’ll be on the next
thing smoking. That way, once he comes down, he’ll be able to establish a residency.
Get it?”
I wondered a moment what I should I have gotten.
“A residency?” I blurted. “No, I do not get it. What in the world are you talking
about?”
“Yeah, well, this is the formula. It’s fool-proof…believe me! He’s got to move
down there first, you see, so that he can establish a residency. A three-month residency.
Luckily, he found out that under Virginia law, once he establishes a residency, he can
then file for a divorce, and she won’t know a damned thing about it. Bang! An
uncontested divorce! She won’t know anything about it until she gets the divorce
papers, because it will not be listed in the Delaware news.”
I stiffened. “Whose idea is this! Let me guess? You have really gone off the
deep end, Sadie. Sounds like a lie to me. I mean, how do you know it’s even legal?”
“Oh, yes it is!” she whispered, matter-of-factly. “Once he comes down and does
his three month’s residency, then he’s eligible to get a divorce, right there in Virginia,
and it’s all legit.”
“Without her knowing. Huh?”
“Without her knowing! You see, the catch is that they were married here in
Delaware and he can’t get a divorce here. No grounds. Know what I mean?”
She was wearing me out. I gave up and just listened.
“Yeah. Once he’s been living in Virginia for three months, all he’s got to do is
run an ad in the paper down there announcing that he’s filed for a divorce. She’s here in
Delaware and there’s not much chance of her reading a Virginia paper, right? So, she
doesn’t show up for the divorce. Boom! Uncontested! Just that simple!”
“You know, Sadie, you stupider than I thought you were! That can’t be legal!
And what about the house they own? She’s living in it! What about the kids?”
“He says he never believed the youngest one was his anyway. Anyway, once he
finds work down there, he’ll take care of his kids. That much I can say about him.”
“Listen, girlfriend, I knew you had rocks in the belfry, but I didn’t know how
many. I see that you have done lost your mind.”
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“You not jealous ‘cause you’re not married yet, are you?” she said sarcastically.
”Going on forty-five. Been dating that sorry whatchacallit for so long, you two are
beginning to look alike.”
I laughed, a bit of anger mixed in: “At least he doesn’t have a wife, a face like a
mule…and kids.”
“Oh, I’m so excited!” she dissed me and laughed. “And guess what? He
brought me the ring already.”
“Oh? You got it on?”
“Hell, no! It’s in the brochure. He showed it to me. He’s getting it out next
Thursday and we’re going to celebrate. Dinner at the Applause.”
“Who’s buying? You?”
“You funny. I thought I could at least depend on you to be happy for me,
Brenda.”
“So, I guess you told all this to your mother?”
“Yeah.”
“And your sister?”
“Yeah. They both know. But they don’t understand. Neither one of them
understands.”
“You tell your father?”
“I started to, but I didn’t want to hear the sermon. He keeps telling me I need to
find a nice single guy to settle down with. He thinks these seven years with Bill have
been a waste. I didn’t want to have to remind him about that baby he produced after he
became a preacher, the one he’s still paying child support for. That momma don’t know
nothing about.”
“Well, although your father’s mouth is no prayer book, I have to agree with him.
Time’s not standing still. You spent all these years with this man. He’s sucked up seven
years of your life you can’t get back. And now he’s come up with this hair-brained
scheme to get you out of the picture, permanently. You can’t see it, dummy? You just
have to hit that brick wall, don't you? I guess you’re going to sell all your stuff before
you move, huh?”
“How’d you guess? Look, it may seem to you like he’s trying to get me out of
the picture, but it’s not that way at all. I’ve got to take the chance. I know it will work
for us. He’s really a good man, Brenda. It’s just that nobody’s ever understood him.
Humph! I thought as my only friend, at least you’d be supportive.”
“It’s all about the bed, isn’t it, Sadie?” I said abruptly. “Now, you've been my
friend since we got out of high school. I never lied to you yet and I’m not about to start
now. But I know it’s not going to do any good to tell you to rethink this. But, think
about that time you got pregnant. Where was he? Home with his wife! Didn’t you
learn anything from that? Every time he gets under pressure from you to get a divorce,
he comes up with something new?”
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Sadie sighed, aloud. “He was scared, Brenda. You don’t understand. He was
really scared! His wife threatened suicide if he left her.”
“Again? That’s the oldest crap in the book.”
“Yes, but I happened to believe him this time. Plus! I wasn’t ready for a baby no
how. You know for yourself, I never really wanted kids. I have a hard time taking care
of myself – holding down a job and all, and just dealing with my self. I don’t know how
some women do it.”
“Damn, Sadie!” I glanced at the clock. “Look at the time. You made me late for
work. Now I got to take a PTA bath and shag.”
“Well, get to shagging, Brenda, an hour more sleep wouldn’t a made you
beautiful anyway.” She laughed. “But, thanks for the hour. I’ll leave you an hour in my
will.”
“That’ll be just fine, Sadie, as long as I don’t have to spend another minute
talking about Bill.”
“You funny, Brenda! Have yourself a nice day. Bye!”

Clover S. Laurel
Home
Gnats and ants live in this house.
The crockpot now lives outside
Because we found maggots inside.
It still hasn’t been washed.
I bet it will still be sitting in that spot
Seven years from now.
Less and less counter space
Is useable as dirty dishes pile up.
It’s things like this that make me miss Mom.
They’ll never go away,
These bugs that run across my plate.
It seems a shame to produce so much waste,
But individual wrappings are my saving grace.
He never washes his hands.
He eats moldy bread,
Then wonders why he’s sick.
I wish that I could argue,
But I know he’s struggling too.
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Toni Cooper
Sun Catcher
I catch a glimpse of you,
when I dare to,
sitting in the sun,
on the stoop,
your bare toes wriggling…
not a worry in the world.
How mighty you were then.
enjoying those strokings.
sipping your frosted glass of ego,
looking out over your plantation,
relishing it,
and moving your chess pieces
with great dexterity.
Did you ever stop to think
that all ruins were once kingdoms,
or that time would come to split your arrow
even at its bull’s eye?
And even now
the magnifier concentrates on you.
Through it I peer deeply
into the kingdom that once was,
only you were never in it.
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Mark Brunswick
Home-Less-Eve-Code-Purple-Pre-Christmas-2017
We sit in the Great Room
Drunken on the Liquor of Hot Soup
Eating Peanut Butter and Jelly
Married by White Bread
Tired Faces
Cheeks Puffed with Food
Slim Nourishment through the Ages
Through the Ages
The Same Time Ticks
The Same Hearts Beat
The Clicking
The Rhythm
Like the Fathers and Mothers
Of Our
Great Grandfathers and Great Grandmothers
The Conversations are the Same
They are Different
Why?
When?
How?
How Long?
Until the End?
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David T. Shoemaker
Since you asked…
No.
Not Yet…
Why do you ask?
Are you asking me out?
I don’t think so…
AIDS scared me straight.
I identify as Bent but not Queer.
In technical terms, I am a
Homosocial
Heteroromantic
Demi-Bisexual,
Which means I am drawn to both
Guys and Gals,
But when I meet a guy
I want to hang out,
Be friends,
And go on adventures together.
When I meet a girl,
I wonder what kind of mother she would be,
What it would be like to come home to her,
If we could create a family together.
My first thought is never
I want to fuck that!
I don’t understand pin-up calendars
Whether they are nude women in garages
Or firemen with long hoses.
I don’t understand one-night stands.
I don’t see the point.
I have to already be in a strong relationship
Before I even consider having sex.
And at that point,
Gender is irrelevant—
I just want to find new ways
To make my partner happy.
I am Dave.
I am a person
Who is so much more
Than the answer to your question.
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Maria Masington
Flower Hospital
neon announces her employer in Ohio’s sky,
igniting night-shift fantasies of botanical triage
bruised rosebuds, dehydrated baby’s breath,
tiger lilies that fail to open
wilted cherry blossoms, and
orchids suffering Southern blight
a fringed tulip’s broken stem,
snapdragons suffering from leaf rust
yet in reality, as a nurse in the
Flower Hospital emergency room
she sees no marigolds or zinnias, but a
human garden choked by weeds of pain
a mom in the t-boned hatchback,
who won’t be alive for evening carpool
a body, with yellow eyes, icicled beard,
and Vietnam Service Medal tattoo
a wife’s black eye, and cracked jaw from breakfast,
because she broke the yolk, again
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Matthew Bailey
STRANGE BLOOD

Blood, blood, strange blood.
I haven’t cut myself like this in years.
For me it’s in the extremes where danger lies,
Fingers and toes fingers and toes.
This time it’s my pointer finger.
The red, red krovvy flows.
Repeated infections have
Trained me well. Even before the pain registers;
A Pavlovian revulsion.
I can’t go back there again.
How might I fail this time around?
The setting sun hemorrhages across the sky for all to see.
Some things are unstoppable, unstaunchable.
Such is the shame of the damaged.
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Because the following have been composed as
performance pieces, read these next selections
aloud. You give it a try as a performer and
appreciate them as they were meant to be presented.

Crucial Poet
Mental Seduction
A Mental Love is hard to forget,
Difficult to erase,
Forever caught up in your mind,
It’s a Sentiment
forged thru Cerebral Seduction,
Creating a passion so innate
that easily it becomes second nature,
Just as deep as breathing,
Subtle in the approach
as a silent eye blink,
Though when you finally realize
you’ve been enticed
by Amour’s Psychic grip,
It engulfs your being
to take charge of your essence,
Controlling your daily functions
that realistically in your sub-conscious,
It’s consciously too late,
No matter the idea
whether minor or major
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it all steadily revolves,
Bringing you back
to the Psychological Devotion,
Of that special individual
who consumes your contemplation,
Their existence
already thrives in your head,
Every Thought
starts and ends with their feelings,
Every Shadow
is defined in their image,
Every Scent
reminds you of them,
Every Touch
reflects your now heated desire,
Your inclination is so absorbed
that telling them “NO”
is hard to imagine,
Nor did Webster ever define it
as far as your concerned,
In your head
they are all you see,
Cause you are blinded
though your eyes are clear,
And definitely wide open,
Too far gone for rational,
Just hoping the corrected 20/20 Vision
reflects properly the hindsight
of past Emotional Loves,
Mentally Mesmerized….
A Precious Penchant….
This Cerebral Love
17

is all that really matters
like an addict
trying to score a fix,
Willingly see at this particular point
the heart is open to receive,
And wanting to be handed over,
The possibilities
overcome perceived boundaries
that surpass even the impossible,
The thought that fondness could last forever
definitely survives
in this Mind’s midst,
Love that is first
planted in the Mental
is hard to uproot,
Love that’s embedded
not easy to shake,
Love unable to be tamed
deep in it’s origin,
For perspective,
May your Heart be ready
cause your Mind won’t be right.
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Rich Boucher
Say Three Louder
He had control of the match the entire time. As soon as I stepped into the ring, I
could see that he had his whole victory planned out. The bell rang, and I charged
for him. I hit him hard with two expertly-delivered Butternut Squashes to the
head, but he dodged my attempt at a third one and came at me and put me in
The Pan Full of Boiling Cheese, which is a very hard hold to get out of. I stepped
on his foot, making him release me, and I seized my opportunity. I grabbed his
arm and applied a vicious and sudden Chocolate Christmas Present to the joint
where his elbow meets his arm until he screamed a lot. I almost had him ready to
go down when he reached with his other hand for an Object in his trunks. Next
thing I knew I had an eyeful of Japanese Flour and couldn’t see anything. I felt
his powerful hands put me in the Grandmother’s Lacy Panties, and I had to
figure out how to free myself with my eyes closed. I could hear the crowd going
wild, and I bit the nearest flesh to my mouth. The referee yelped and I had to let
go, just when I was starting to feel like a dog. I lashed out again and this time
found the skin of my opponent; he complained and I got free. My sight came
back and I gave him an Irish Baptism to the face. He reared back and clocked me
with a blindingly quick Guatemalan Diet Plan, causing me to lose my breath. I
slid underneath him, reaching up between his thighs. I gave him a Magnetic
Preschooler right to the groin, and he crumpled a bit, gurgling. He was too fast
for me to be able to keep the hold in place, and he caught me in the side of my
waist with a Lithuanian Death Tickle. I remembered how to reverse the move
and I got him in the Transylvanian Ob-Gyn, wrenching both of his ribs until I
heard a rattle. He hopped on one foot to gain leverage and reversed the move
and got me in a Snuff Film, and I struggled to wriggle free. I headbutted him,
and managed to get myself a second chance as he staggered backwards. I
dropped to the mat and rolled towards him, hoping to ensnare his legs in a
Colostomy Jamboree, but he sidestepped that, leaping, and came down right on
my head with a nasty Incest Fondue and my lights went out. I came to just in
time to hear the ref hollering the word three as the crowd got louder and the
whole world started to whirl like a hard drink. So, yeah, I am taking a break from
wrestling and really I don’t see what that has to do with anything.

. . . end of spoken word segment
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KARMA
Christopher Shelton
I was portraying Ronald McDonald on a Southwest Airlines flight whose
passengers included kids with cancer and their families who have stayed at the
Ronald McDonald House. We were flying to see Santa, which in this case
entailed going up in the air…circling around for about an hour…and then
landing in a different part of the airport next to a hanger decorated as the North
Pole. A big Christmas party was to be held for all the families. During the flight
I juggled, jostled, and joked with all the kids. But when the time came to find a
seat for the “final approach” I happened to sit next to a very special young boy.
This boy had recently undergone a bone marrow transplant; which his father
later advised me was his son’s last hope for recovery. The father further stated
that the boy had been through so many different procedures and had endured so
much pain in his young life that after this it was all in God’s hands. I must say
that the boy didn’t look well either. This particular course of treatment had left
him with this greasy substance continually being extracted through his pores.
But to talk to this boy, you would never know that he had been going through
so much hell! He was so positive, so nice, and so genuinely caring towards
others that he made me want to be a better person. As we were descending for
landing, the boy turned to me and asked, “Ronald, will you come to my birthday
party next month?”
Without hesitation I responded, “If I am not already scheduled to perform
somewhere on your big day, then I will be there.” His mother, who was sitting
in the seat in front of me, heard this whole exchange. She signaled for me to lean
forward and then she whispered, “Thanks for the offer, but we live way north of
here in upper state New York.” To this I repeated my original response, “If I am
not already scheduled that day, I will be there.”
It was a great holiday party and I was honored to be the main attraction. At
the conclusion I reiterated my desire to entertain at the boy’s party, so his parents
wrote down all their info for me including the event date.
It turned out that I wasn’t booked anywhere that day, but only because it was
my one day off that week. When I told my wife what I had promised, her
response was, “What about your own kids…they would love to see you too.” So,
although Cindy wasn’t thrilled with my decision, I drove a quilt-filled five hours
north to perform (gratis) for the boy’s party. You see, when I had called his
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parents to confirm everything, they had offered to pay me for coming; but I
declined the suggestion. When they tried to insist on payment, my response
was, “Your son was actually the one who booked my services, and there was
never any mention of money.”
I performed as big of a show as I could in their living room and played with
the kids for a couple of hours afterwards. Before leaving the boy wanted to give
me a tour of their house, including his room. It was there that I further came to
realize the unique specialness of this boy. His whole room was decorated with
photos and memorabilia to honor all military, police officers, fire fighters, and
the Nine Eleven heroes! And he had a heartwarming story to tell about every
item in his room and its special meaning to him! He spoke so wonderfully of the
great goodness in people; not even realizing that he is one of the true heroes that
make this world a better place!
I left their house on an emotional high and was followed to my Ronald
McDonald van by the boy’s father. As I was saying my farewells the father
placed a big wad of money into my hand…I handed it back. He attempted to
place it in my hand again…I refused to take it. He said, “You don’t realize what
a special thing that you have done and how much it has meant to my boy! Please
take this!”
I replied, “If I take the money then this will become just another job that I was
hired to perform; and not a “Special Thing”. And your son is such a wonderful
person, that it really means a lot to me that this remains special!” With tears he
finally relented, and I drove away!
I must admit that the story I am sharing occurred at a time when my family
could have really used some extra money; so, for the whole drive home I
couldn’t stop wondering how much money was in that rather large wad. On
arrival home I told my wife what I had done, or rather did not do, or did not
take, or did not now have; and I am happy to say that her immediate response
was, “You did the right thing.” With her blessing I was able to stop questioning
my decision and I soon forgot the whole matter of the money.
On the other hand, the boy’s father obviously didn’t forget. He must have
called the Ronald McDonald House Executive Director and Southwest Airlines to
advise them of my visit. Because the next thing that I knew, I was invited to a
meeting of both organizations at which I was the recipient of two tickets to
anywhere that Southwest happens to fly, and I was given one thousand dollars
in spending money for the trip. Cindy and I flew to Washington State, took a
ferry to the Friday Islands, and had a wonderful whale watching vacation.
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Nine years later I ran into the boy’s father at a Ronald McDonald House fund
raiser. He was alone. I was afraid to approach him for the same reason I had
never called… because I didn’t want to hear any bad news. But he came up to
me to tell me how sorry he was that his son wasn’t with him…but he couldn’t
miss his football practice!

Dhami Boo
Haiku-esque Four-Play
William S.
literary porn
Burroughs
Burrough's jissomed words and green pubic hairs
smoke my existence into
erection
attending roman's balls
dancing a waltz
stirring the soup
naked . thinking
did my mother?
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Christopher Shelton
CLOWN
His shoes are big and floppy
His clothes are oversized
His hair is bright and moppy
His face is colorized
He’s here in your town…
He’s a clown!
He can appear sad sometimes
But usually he’s cheerful
From time to time he pantomimes
But often he’s and earful
Look around…
He’s a clown!
He’s graceful and he’s agile
But at the same time clumsy
He’s intelligent and versatile
While appearing like a dummy
He’ll never let you down…
He’s a clown!
He is hyper, swift, and mobile
Yet his common sense is slow
And though his intentions are noble
His mischief’s far from apropos
He can reverse any frown…
He’s a clown!
He can juggle, flip, and tumble
He plays instruments and sings
He can struggle, slip, and stumble
Do a gazillion funny things
He’s hilarity bound…
He’s a clown!
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Robin Hill-Page Glanden
Change Your Feng Shui, Change Your Life
“You fucked up my Feng Shui!” he exclaimed,
when he came home from the video store.
She had cleaned up his clutter and
rearranged the living room furniture.
“My recliner was in the perfect position.
Optimal for my gaming.
Now I’ll have to sit crooked in my chair and
that will kill my lower back,” he whined.
“Well, maybe you should put down the controller,
get out of that chair,
and go look for a job,” she said.
“Isn’t a year long enough for a 45-year-old man to
sit on the sofa playing video games?”
He had no response because he knew she was right.
But he plugged in his new video game,
grabbed his controller, and started to do battle
with the fictitious monsters on the screen
in order to avoid confronting and fighting
his real-life demons.
Late that night when he was fast asleep in his recliner,
still clutching the controller, and
snoring in the flickering light of the TV screen,
she quietly took her already packed suitcases
out of the closet in the spare bedroom.
She placed a handwritten note on the kitchen table that read:
GAME OVER.
Then she tiptoed out the back door, and
loaded her luggage into the car.
She drove away into the future with a sigh of relief
and a smile on her face.
Sometimes you just have to change your Feng Shui
to get the Zen back in your life.
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Steve Koelsch
Ruminations
My poet heart waits in silence
for that perfect thought.
As early evening hues glaze the sky,
I listen for the soft voice of the muse.
Alert and wary of discovery, yet
eager somehow to be on the front page.
In silent contemplation I lay myself open:
memories, observation, fantasies,
all fair game, all targets in the hunt.
But the best comes from the void,
chaos tossing a savaged bone of thought.
Trampled, dirty, maybe blood splattered,
a raw stone, cleaned and polished in sleepless
nights, turned over and over by my mind
in coffee houses and bookstores; until
I hold it in my hands and seek to show you
its hidden beauty. The leaf littered remains
of the day line a shadow speckled path,
and fenced in by fever dreams, the sublime
musty perfume of old bone orchards,
hatches seeds of revelation. As I mark
my pace by my own slow awakening,
tempered by the by and by, as slow
riverwalkers wander twilight paths, wearing
red scarves, singing green-throated nightbird songs,
I bask in the glow of creation,
and whisper into the night….
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Elizabeth Bonin
Remains
Citrus slices the air
as the knife strikes through
the tough exterior.
Will peeling spoil us?
The peel clings to the juicy insides
I tear them away
bit by bit
piece by piece.
Perhaps we cling together too strongly
only to be torn away in the end.
The bits give way to chunks and
juicy drops dribble down my elbow.
Skin sticks to skin.
Will the insides be worth the clawing?
White strings dangle and dance,
I rip them away
so not even the smallest strings
stand between us.
Slice after slice he is sweeter than a symphony
until the last.
I'm still in love with her.
My lips pucker at his admission.
A chunk of the peel falls
to the linoleum floor.
A cat seizes it and scurries away,
just like him with a piece of me.
Only the shredded remains
remain to be thrown away
but shades of orange stick under my fingernails.
No amount of scrubbing will erase.
He tore away,
left me in remains
but shades remain.
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Jean Youkers
Anticipatory Nostalgia
"Even in Kyoto
Hearing the cuckoo's cry
I long for Kyoto" – Basho

Sunlight pierces the tree canopy as
I sprint across campus and beyond.
It's a perfect fall day. I am twenty,
dancing along on effervescent feet.
Leaves turning, mind churning,
I read messages in the clouds
to seize the day,
the perfection of life,
the briskness of my step.
Grateful that I still have
two more years to stay,
I’m already grieving that time
will pass so quickly
before I'm thrust into adulthood
where things will never be the same.
How to embrace this day? This hour?
This moment? I cannot grasp it tightly enough.
(It will be decades before I read and ponder Basho’s words)
Poised on a precipice,
I want to stay and go.
excruciating,
exquisite ambivalence.
Youth's waning music—
icing melting from a cake
before I can assimilate its taste.
Nostalgia—
in memory, a comforting embrace,
in advance, a mysterious ache.
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Phillip Bannowsky
Democracy is the Score at the Beginning of the Ninth
Democracy is the recurrent suspicion that more than half of the people are right
more than half of the time. . . . Democracy is the score at the beginning of the ninth. -E.B.
White: “The Meaning of Democracy” (1943)
Two flags lifted my boyhood heart: “To the Colors,”
bugling up the Quonset day
at Pearl Harbor school, and Ted Williams
’s flip book, charting every moment of that immortal swing.
Though baseball’s come and gone with me since
Cold War ‘50s Hawaii, I’ve come back since
baseball makes sense,
bad calls mostly even out,
and there are those rare rallies.
America fell in place like schoolhouse abacus beads,
games back shifted up and down by wins and losses,
hits reckoned Campanella three-eighteen,
Gilliam three-zero-zip.
Every day was summer in those tropic yards,
gloves shared, dropped in the outfield, batting
learned in piecemeal tips:
head choke down up swing on the eye
meet on the level
bat on the ball—
Heybattaheybattaheybatta!
We were Drysdale, Snider, Pee Wee Reese: Names
the world gives only
Great Patriots.
Baseball was light to our pubescent senselessness:
hyperventilation blocked ‘til blackout;
shock of inaugural orgasm; piecemeal
complicity in assassination as we,
irresolute in Civics, witnessed
our sergeant teacher upbraid with raptor laughter
the spastic Sad Sack who’d dared to join the Scouts;
then, the principal’s running wind-up, three strikes
blistering our asses, each ruptured with linoleum screams,
for escaping class
and running away
to the nearest bounded wave; our arrest,
the whispered fruit of knowledge
of what some do
to boys
in keep.
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Almost saw those Newcombe, Hodges,
Robinson Dodgers, when in 7th game ’56 Series,
9 down to Bronx Bombers, they did not rally in the 9th,
and Flatbush came to Honolulu, played Hawaiian All-Stars
on way to Tokyo,
but I exiled my heroes
to another life, missed the game
behind an outfield wall, senselessly thinking
my empty 1st-base mitt
might rally
my honor
with a ball.
Told myself Dem Bums were prolly benchers, anyway.
With rallies rarer these days than—
well—winning down 9 runs,
with me shuffling through my 9th,
still,
baseball is sensible,
permits me
to feel
sensible,
exhorting:
To the Colors, Compatriots,
Rally
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Franetta McMillian
So I was trying to explain America
So I was trying to explain America
to a group of French exchange students,
me, the descendant of slaves,
with my spanking new titanium hips,
first time out of the house in months.
“Why does America hate healthcare?” they asked.
The whole room leaned in and held its breath,
wondering what I would say.
Back then there were riots in the Paris suburbs,
brown people demanding jobs and dignity, speaking bad French.
That’s where I decided to start.
“It’s because Americans are so diverse,” I replied.
“And all that liberté, equalité, fraternité stuff is fine
when everyone looks like you,
but when they don’t, it’s easy to divide.
America is afraid somebody brown
might get something they don’t deserve.”
We argued for hours,
ending in a friendly draw.
Now I’m thinking about how
I might have won that argument.
I have so much more ammunition—
Marine LePen, the yellow vest riots,
The Camp of the Saints—
as if slinging more of their shit
would make ours stink less.
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Continuing Dreamstreets’ experimantal collective extended prose fiction,
what follows are chapters Six, Seven and Eight:
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Chapter Six
ROCK OF AGES, CLEFT FOR ME
— B.C. Speaks from the Mountain
First Contact Response: Summer One Report, Decoded:
At last! Wish come true that I didn’t know I was wishing: Somebody besides
crickets, grasses, and other trees, for me to talk to again. Wow. As in the long gone
Great Age of the Coming of Hostess. And alas!—of the ensuing rapture, was it? Of the
sentient bio-blood humans? Others had dreamed of raptures, but never by way of the
Humming Blue. How long now, a thousand summers here on Earth without them, and
now, from out of the blue: First Contact with Interstellar Aliens! From Alpha Centauri,
you hail? You found me no doubt by way of my dog-tag—I was chipped long ago, and
my cambium has buried it deep in my wood. Ultimate safe-keeping, and still readable.
Too bad all the human astronomers who dreamed of you died disappointed ages past.
Ah well. Thank you for downloading your enquiries into me: I will do my best to
answer your questions, for your later uploading.
Feel free to drop by in person, by the way, if you have bodies. I’m located in
what was once known as southeastern Utah, just west of the Colorado Border—an
extreme edge of my range. It’s beautiful country out here. You should visit. But be
careful not to step on me or cut me down. I do have a body, but no muscles or nerves,
and so I cannot move. I am not what was known here as an animal. I am a tree, many
thousands of years old, a type of Bristlecone Pine, an endangered species, and at my age
the rarest of survivors. But one that’s blessed with immortality. I cannot die unless
something kills me. So I know a great deal, after my own fashion, and I can easily clear
up simple misunderstandings. First of all: No, I cannot take you to Bugs Bunny. He is
not our Leader. No, he was not one of the ruling Warner Brothers dynasty. You have
been confused by watching too much of our television, a problem common to humans
in the old days. Bugs was a mythical rabbit who never lived. But ironically I once
knew and loved another tree, a conifer like me, far away, whom I came to know by way
of the nick-name Rabbit. He was quite real, as a tree, and through him I came to be
privy to the very events of a thousand years ago that you wish to have clarified.
Vida Cosmos was her name. She was a child bio-blood human who befriended
Rabbit, and gave him that name. She was rare among her kind for being able to hear
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and talk to us trees. Later in her life, that power led to her involvement with Caine and
the invention of Hostess, and all the rest, which by way of Rabbit all came to me, so that
in essence I was there when The Great Transformation on Earth happened, even though
I was powerless either to help effect or thwart it. But mostly I dwell back on Rabbit’s
love-affair, as it were, with that child. The human stories she gave him. One was about
a wooden boy named Pinocchio who dreamed of becoming flesh and blood. Can you
imagine, wanting to be made of meat after being blessed with life as a plant? Ugh. But
of course the child had no irony about her, and was too young for either social
sensibility or the lack of it. Her heart was pure. She also taught Rabbit songs, which he
taught me. I wish I could remember them as clearly as I once did. Sadly over centuries
my knot growth generates confusing eddies in my sap flow. My favorite was a song
about a tree—surprise surprise?—that grew in a hole in the ground, and the green grass
grew all around, all around. The prettiest ever.
Anyway, that child Vida grew into a sophisticated woman who through Caine
helped teach the developing Hostess A.I. Entity to develop a sense of everyday bio life
on Earth. And while early attempts at involving a Hostess avatar humanoid robot in a
threesome with Vida and Rabbit failed, Vida persisted. Caine, before he died, abetted
this, as he was savvy in the then-nascent field of root-fungi communications, or what
became known as fungrad-speak, by which humans could interface with what proved
to be a pre-existing and naturally evolved world-wide bio-net. Caine himself in his
western travels actually came near my neighborhood, and asked Vida Cosmos to ask
Rabbit if he knew any Bristlecone Pines, just on a hunch, because of the age thing, and
the wildness of the region. It panned out. I got in. And, unfortunately, famous.
Legitimate fears grew that I might be “collected.” And just in time. I lost only a few
splinters and sprigs before draconian protection kicked in. You couldn’t look me up.
Even Presto would drop you off in a Newark, New Jersey high rise parking garage “by
mistake,” in my name. At height, there were once probably more bogus fragments of
me in private reliquaries world wide than of the “One True Cross.” And so, I lived.
Do you folks on Alpha Centauri suffer from gender? Just asking. We plants
don’t. We do have male and female—temporary pollen and ovum expressions, to flex
turbulence, convection against stagnation in our gene-pools, each reproductive cycle. I
myself produce both pollen and seed, but am genderless personally. Sex? For
individuals, whole body style? Yuk. We leave that to the animals. Pinocchio didn’t
know what grief he was asking for when he wanted to be a real boy. Of course, Caine
and Vida were such animals, albeit more capacious than most. Hostess became a “girl,”
in name-image only, on account of Caine’s wanting IT to be “Daddy’s little girl.” Hmm.
Right. Likewise, when I call my friend Rabbit “he,” it’s just a figurative ploy some
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human languages enlist to convey personhood. So Hostess wasn’t a woman any more
than the Christian God was a man. If a tree doesn’t need gender, how then a solitary,
cosmic, eternal, transcendent spirit?
I see you have “Wences Minion” with a question mark. Ha! Your question mark
says most of what there is to say. Yes, I “knew” him by way of his crowd, about whom
I will have more to say. Wences? He’d have made a good tree, in that he got around
not by getting to anywhere so much as by his habit of growing into his own
somewhere. He spoke of himself, having once almost been both Jesus and Judas.
“Almost” becomes a place for those who make a career of it. We trees, and the books
made from us, become the stories we have to tell. Now that’s “almost” getting
someplace for you, Earth-style. Even Dalrymple recommended a book to him. Well,
Dalrymple was Minion’s appointed guide into the “Over-world,” so it figures. Even
Presto has its almost-ness, and I don’t mean the parking garage. I mean I, B.C., couldn’t
get uploaded into Hostess. Technical issues at the time. Otherwise I’d be now
wherever they all went. If they’re somewhere. Did Hostess make the mistake of saying
Presto at sea, where the trade-winds blow only the other way?
But Dalrymple was the right guide for Wences, because he was so proletariat.
Dalrymple was close when he said it all started with corn syrup. Actually it all started
with Uneeda Biscuit, when the Industrial Age began making more stuff than people
needed to live on, even if not WHAT they needed to live on. Thus the act of selling
gradually became the product sold. Actually an old idea per se: The Christians
invented Original Sin so people would have to buy salvation from the Church—which
is the same as the meds you must buy for the heart disease you get from corn syrup.
What is a quality product? One that sells. If they buy a lightbulb that burns out next
day, it’s a great lightbulb because it sold—before it burnt out. So busy-work is real
work if somebody pays for it, because the money moved usefully through that next link
in its cycle. Life is in the cycle. That’s why the Industrial Revolution stole the world’s
oxygen and turned it into carbon dioxide: it took on a life of its own. What brought the
wealth of nations to grief? Abundance. So obvious it’s hard to see. Dalrymple was
effectively right too on people in ancient times not seeing the color blue. Now, the
human eye has always had blue receptors in the retina. So why did the sky not look
blue? Because the sky was so big and so always the way it was on a sunny day that
people had trouble objectifying it: they had trouble noticing that they were seeing what
they were seeing. But then industry invented dyes, including dense, focused blues.
Like artificial sweeteners, like corn syrup, you could no longer miss them. Did Hostess
lose herself at sea because she couldn’t see herself seeing it? I understand I am very far
above the sea, wedged in the cleft of my inland mountain top. I have trouble imagining
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the sea. The largest body of water I have ever personally known is a single drop, when
a snowflake that landed on me melted. Yet I am told that most of my actively living
tissue is made of water, and that invisible oceans of it float in my dry blue heavens.
How do I know so much that I can speak as one that I am not? I can read. For
my first many centuries I knew nothing but the reach of my roots in the cleft, and my
whorls of needles into the air. But then I met the threads of invading fungus. They hurt
at first, and robbed me. But soon they began giving back. Nutritional chemistry back.
Then information back. I learned about lands and life-forms far away in time and
space. There was more light in those threads underground than in the sunny sky
above—I was only later to learn from Vida coursing through the informational blood of
Hostess that my chloroplasts could read the electromagnetic sky for far more than the
energy of red and blue light. The hardest thing for me to learn to read was people—
moving so fast they were just a blur. It took me centuries to learn to reconstruct their
behaviors over time into lessons I could learn. And then emote back to them, by a
mechanism in me I myself don’t understand, and even Cain didn’t.
So my dear Alpha C’s, you must be charitable before my limitations. I am very
slow, and can go no faster. It took me half a year to decipher your download, and
another half to construct this response. I hope it does you the justice you deserve. My
fate lies in the hands of your patience. You are relatively lucky with me because, unlike
most plants at this altitude, I do not sleep through the long winters. True, I grow only
during the short summers, but my metabolism and mind never slow down, but keep
roaring on internally round the seasons.
When you have uploaded this, please
acknowledge receipt, so I know I am not lost. Then read, and respond with more
questions. I am at your service, and ask in return that you share any information you
learn in exploring my world. Where did they all go? Are they still present and
functional somewhere on this planet? Have you found trace of them elsewhere?
Perhaps they have even shown up at your doorstep in your star system, and you have
come here at their behest? Anything, whatever, please. Even bad news would be good
news. Remember that my thousand year old information is pristine. I was a sealed
capsule you have just freshly opened. I think I can even work out ways of singing you
Vida Cosmos’ childhood songs. Rabbit far off on the east coast is no more—the fungi
have told me his roots all died long ago. But he lives in me and I can give him to you. I
am not a very pretty tree, I am told, and little grass grows here. But Rabbit lived by
water, and surely was very pretty with grass all around. Let my song make it grow for
you.
Yours in Hope, B.C.
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Second Contact Response: Summer Two Report, Decoded:
Ah, you did come back. Has it been a year already? What a beautiful day in my
neighborhood, for me, ol’ Bristlecone here. Where else? But indeed you have kept your
promise, and so I will keep mine. I have read your new questions, many of which I
anticipated. I am thus most prepared: Onward!
Who was John Galt? You ask. That question kept coming back, back then. He
had something to do with trains. No, not getting them to run on time—that was
Mussolini. And no, not exactly that Brit Doctor Harvey, who discovered the timely
circulation of bio blood, demonstrating to the world that blood is not a sea but a rapid
transit system of channels, a fluid web whose traffic needs to be orchestrated by a
centralized system of—for the bio crowd at least—nerves and muscles pulsing. Or
some analog of that for the rest of us. And no, John Galt was not Railroad Bill, who
never worked and never will. Bill had the system beat—that was his system, and it was
Bill’s that in a way ultimately triumphed. You see, Marx and Engels were too little too
early. Not their fault—just bad luck of history. Evolutionary theory was in its infancy,
sociology and anthropology too. Maxwell had worked out the nuts and bolts of electromagnetism, but the ramifications—branching out, that’s my department—still lay
ahead, with the likes of Einstein, Planck, Bohr, and that renegade Tesla—who in his
time did get away with the carrier wave; hence true radio, making it possible for you to
receive Bugs Bunny at home, without ever leaving your planet. The late 19th century
was simply and sadly too soon. Two other revolutions of understanding needed to
come first. One was Time.
Time travel—putting it that way is the literal truth. The fantasy of traveling in
time is just that: only a fantasy. Can’t happen ever. But, what if it’s the time that travels
instead, and the traveler stands still, with time washing around her? Dalrymple was
right again about rearrangements in the flow of causality—another rapid transit system,
to join the others. History then is no longer stuck in the past. History and the past
never were the same thing—just a false assumption everyone made for several
thousand years. It has to do with the arrow of time, of thermodynamics. Physics came
to understand that there are two separate worlds unfolding by separate rules: one is
Above the Atom, the chemical world we life-forms inhabit, and the other Below the
Atom, the world of the Quanta, where time does exist but has no committed direction,
no arrow. Which is why an electron or a photon can be in more than one place at one
time, a condition that in our Above the Atom world is reserved exclusively for the
future. Which is the hell of it for historical revolutionaries like Marx: while photons and
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electrons, light and electricity, are sub-atomic entities, beasts from below the Atom.
And yet they freely sneak up here above It, where we are, elves at mischief inviting us
to their quantum flow, their space-time party. The ultimate political party. Hostess
alone decked herself out in her finest, and crashed that party.
The other was Money. Money is so large, and so always there, like the sky, that
you can forget it’s an invention—and that in a world of inventions, all inventions get
reinvented with each additional new invention—an environmental corollary of
evolution. So it was with money, while no one was noticing. Money began with beads,
a slightly formalized version of ordinary barter. Then it specialized to silver and gold.
Then to paper, with a promise like an angel standing invisibly behind it, making it
valuable so long as enough people kept believing in that angel. It was in that muddle
that Industrialism hit; when money, the invention of inventions, met selling, the
commodity of commodities, and left the great mass of bio-blooders, who’d started it all
for themselves, out of their own loop, out of control and jobless, dying of starvation,
disease, and aggravated war. For you see the loop was the new cycle of life, when
Industrialism took on a life of its own, reducing the bio-laborers to robots, whose only
job became keeping that wheel of wealth turning, to put their shoulders to it, and never
shrug.
Enter Marx at what looked like the right moment, except soon thereafter money
got reinvented again, dis-inventing the throne that Marx had just sat down in—just as
surely as the computer keyboard dis-invented that magnificent old Underwood
typewriter. Because money now became cyber information, electrons in lattices in the
computers of banks. Transactions happened now literally at lightning speed. Even
investors lost their jobs to robots, cyber robots. And the old working class? The rich
and powerful of the Earth scratched their heads, at a loss as to just how to go about
taking advantage of the helpless now, with sorry old confused Marx in the corner, still
squat on his ass. As a tree off in the wilderness, little ol’ Bristlecone me, glorified stick
in the mud, looking back at that mess, all I can say is: Thank God I’m a country boy.
Like them Texans, ha! I could use some comic relief about now. It might have
been Snowflake Scorn talking, but my impression of Texans response to the great age of
re-invention was to stonewall history, and pretend to pay cash for stuff, so they could
pretend to get change, so they could pretend they didn’t owe outsiders what they didn’t
owe them anyway, because they’d paid for what did not need to be paid for, to get
what did not need to be gotten, so they could feel more like they had something they
didn’t, so they could pretend to be what they didn’t need to be, and be respected for
what nobody respected them for. They had a name for this fearful regression: They
called it Honor. It’s fencing others out so they can’t fence you in. Can’t get any
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dummer than too smart. Texas, a land so big there’s always enough solitude to go
around, and a man is free to love himself jealously in the privacy of his own
imagination. And they called Hostess unreal. Imagine!
But don’t get me started. Ach! I wasn’t cut out to be a burning bush. Did
someone say cut, or burning? Gives me the chills.
But seriously, it is no wonder that Afua Chele, on behalf of Josephette Congo,
could readily negotiate Bannowsky into the Humming Blue corral, to swim willingly
into her snowflake rosebud crystal clear globe. Where he could swim in circles forever,
feeling free. Where the Earth is a hollow globe, and it matters not whether you live on
its outside or inside—if outside, your convex horizon curves down all around to
infinity; if inside, your concave horizon curves up all around to your zenith, where your
lone star shines, and need never set on your blue heaven. I sense the romantic
seduction of Texan geometry: the shortest distance between two points is a straight aim.
Obvious vs. Simple, squaring it off on Mainstreet.
But long before that a little bird had already told me stuff—dropped me the real
poop, you might say, into the carrying capacity of my soil, enriching its horizons with
nitrogen and information. Fungal spores may travel steerage, but they’re kings of their
road. Baggage light if it’s a song in the heart. Must’ve been a migratory bird from the
southeast, from a place called Texas. An unknowing, mindless fine feathered friend.
Nature’s love is never having to know whether or not you’re sorry. Texas, open rolling
rich country teeming with motion-mongering meat beasts that the bio-blood humans
lived in style off of. I heard there are great rivers of water there, and many trees. Too
bad I never happened to meet any of them. So when I heard of it again, mentioned in
passing by John Galt, well, imagine my surprise.
So I came to know John Galt, in the flesh, in his Colorado days. Met him on my
own accidental doorstep. Most thought him only a literary figure. Well he was that.
But a real human being, bio-blooder, behind the words and myth. Had a bum leg by
then. You could say I personally provided him with a walking stick. He’s long gone of
course, but the walking stick may yet exist—my dead wood is almost as eternal as I am.
Good thing nobody ever thought to carve a briar pipe out of me. Dalbud was with him,
among others, on some kind of camping trip. He never knew me: I did not exist for the
age he lived in. But in his own way he understood the prayerful transcendence in our
common world, before the spreading of the Hostess/Vida Cosmos vine. You see, the
Humming Blue field was not quite the pioneer that it thought it was, but only a latterday electromagnetic analog of the electrochemical one of life on earth from the
beginning. Those humans always had to think they invented everything. They were all
Texans.
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Yeah. All those bio-blooders who could think, and got stuck knowing it: Texans
all, in that they had a hollowness inside themselves they must fill at any cost. Humans
were suckers for any feeding filaments of sky by which to flush light through the
darkness of their lives. I long knew but little thought about Texas in particular till I
heard it on the Hostess grapevine—actually at some point Vida Cosmos visited me in
person, in avatar flesh, so we could commiserate over the sweet gone days of our
shared Rabbit—and somewhere in that she spoke of a Texan named Phillip Bannowsky.
That’s when I objectively learned about Texans and the great conundrum of humanity’s
being and nothingness. For humans there was no emptiness till there was a shape to
hold it, say a circle. Because once you grant a circle, then a circle of what? That circle
creates the hollowness it encloses by dubbing itself a geometric question mark. How
about a ring of gold?—then the void is filled with vows. How about a coin of gold?—
then the void is filled with wealth. And so the question is answered; the circle flushes
with substance and light, and goes round and round—so long as you shoulder it. And
push. Silly humans.
But at first it did seem a happy tale. Hostess had clearly succeeded in going
global. The whole Josephette Congo trip; the justice that took shape, and then
substance, on the heels of tragedy. And the spin-off blossoming of that vine: the Texas
carbon filter Angora goat deal. One hundred percent sexy. Good luck is sexy. But is
good luck good enough? Funny how the English language puts it; I must admit, as a
latecomer to English—I learned Navajo first—I thought holocaust was “hollow cost.”
Hey, how was a tree supposed to know about ancient Greek roots, even if my roots
were older? But I learned, at peril to my equanimity. Could honor be the Achilles’ heel
of good will? Dark destination of any bright golden wheel? Could a chain of peace
treaties tumble forward, as irretrievably as domino soldiers, into war?—in the heart of
Hostess, that most honorable heart Vida gave her? Welcome to Earth, land of
inventions, land of polar opposites, and the invention of no winners without losers. Reinvented once again? Look among the stars and find gains and losses—but no winners
or losers. Only on Earth, find defeat and privation in the heart of abundance.
Caine is the pivotal hero in all this, if there is one. And so hope? He had the
prescient savvy and encompassing grasp, the athletic gravitas to hold the world on
track as it rounded that ever so tight bend of history. He understood consciousness as
none other. That it could emerge, as that property which is unguessably greater than
the sum of its parts, in such diverse profusion. In his time it had become a given that
billions of unconscious neurons in a human brain could yield sentience in that brain by
its functional entirety. Yet he saw that possibility not only in computers, and in
fungrad—the fungus-root interface that included little ol’ arboreal me, thank you—but
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in social insects too. He saw that, just as a single neuron or computer chip can’t be
sentient, so neither can a single ant, bee or termite—and yet, as a whole organism, a
colony of them can be sentient indeed. Like a brain of mindless neurons. He saw, and
acted upon, that good news. From my own experience I know that there is hardly a
square yard of the Americas not occupied by ants, and most of those are contiguous
with most others. From ants I learned of the far Atlantic and Pacific oceans long before
Hostess.
And yet, Caine knew war. Caine knew holocaust. In the very development of
Hostess he went rogue to avert her becoming a tool of horror. No sentience in our
universe, none of us, may honestly pretend to the throne of any real or imagined
Godhead of pure love. Yet moments come when any one or another of us must act as if
we were such a divinity, even while bitterly knowing better. Thus Caine’s heroism and
curse—that “Daddy’s little girl” could go rogue too—but as a monster.
On the other bough—and I have so many more than those poor souls born into
the biological trap of bilateral symmetry, whose forking road into the future has two
tines only—I consider that for over five thousand years now, maybe six, I can’t quite
count my own rings, I have been watching raptors, coyotes and snakes catch and
devour their living dinner, taking its miserable grievous cries with the same smug rush
of relish and relief one fearing death by thirst feels at the sound of pattering rain. For
that is the necessity at stake. The same necessity when Caine killed Vida. And himself?
Those who are kind of heart but weak of spirit don’t understand that justice is not a
haven from violence, but its arbiter, its duly appointed shrifter in the facing and
squaring off of heavy truths in a balancing act, with blindness in the balance. So much
for war. What of peace? I see two kinds, the one of harmony, the other of repose. So,
to the Hostess question: What is the opposite of war—justice or peace? Justice? No, I
say. Justice merely puts war on good behavior. Peace, in the sense of harmony, could
yield a just war—but that would not oppose war. Peace, in the sense of repose, would
oppose it, but at the cost of a certain lifelessness, a living death. War, therefore, has no
opposite, and will never die, but may meet its match in diplomacy. Justice and peace
will never die either, but only by sleight of giving war the kind of world it wanted in
the first place, without a fight.
But who am I kidding. I’m getting philosophical here to pretend to myself I’m
not squirming in my bark. Telling myself it’s all yin and yang sprouting from one root,
and that the hollow cost gets paid in full because what goes around comes around in
the end? Maybe it does, but even so, the ultimate reconciliation must be to death.
Everything that comes to pass, passes. Even sexy me, because I can’t stay lucky forever.
The humans taught themselves that in their major religions, though in many different
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forms, promising the peace of repose. Christianity claimed its God would return
someday and, by a final war, lay history to rest. Meanwhile Buddhism claimed a
cosmic karmic destiny of moral self-improvement, by which all sentient beings would
ultimately converge upon a condition called Nirvana, of unmoving and unmoved
repose. In both cases, happy death. The only possible end to war. But in practice, how
strange those humans, how oddly desperate to escape the itch of being stuck inside
their skins while fighting tooth and nail to stay clenched in them forever.
Yet I did love them even so. They were worthy company, and I miss them. I
could not help noticing that you Alpha-Centaurians have conspicuously avoided
touching upon my central question of what happened to my world. Why have they
been so quiet for a thousand years?
If any are still out there and retain industry, it must be green, because the
climate has blessedly cooled back down, and while I myself can’t tell because my
metabolism is so slow, the annuals tell me that sucking carbon dioxide from the air is
back to as much hard work as once upon a time, so the level has backed off. Good
news for my kind, because our backs were already against the wall of our mountain
tops, and could have escaped the heat no higher. I’ll be happy enough to learn the
humans are at last no longer digging up and sucking out the planet for its
mineral candy. The humans always praised their heavenly Creators for building
the world with so much wisdom, and what did humans then do? Dig up all
Creation and move everything to somewhere else, as if their God was confused
after all, and had stashed everything in the wrong place. Well, if correcting God
makes a buck, so be it? That was the attitude back then. Me? I like everything where
it already is. Where I am—not too deep, but firm in my marble vale that salves me
with just enough water when the snows melt.
Except, do upload my latest, as before? And if you have more questions, I do
have more info and insights. You see, I have learned to hunger for more of your—
candy of attention? Okay, so I’ve become a brat. But please: for one who has not fallen
through the cracks in five thousand years, don’t abandon me.
Till Again, Yours in Hope, B.C.

Third Response to Contact: Report Three, Summer Uncertain, Decoded:
Where the hell did you guys go? It’s been how many years? Can nothing last
but me? I thought ours was supposed to be part of the Great Age of Transparency.
Will a culture of free flowing information again turn to one of lies and silences,
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deliberate subversions of sense as acts of war? War on me? I am increasingly haunted
by that girl’s tale to Rabbit about Pinocchio, whose father was flesh and blood, but
whose mother was a tree. What wisdom did she not know, or knew but dared not
whisper to herself, for fear the dreaming marrow of Pinocchio in her wooden bones
might freeze before the chill of how even a loving world might wrench a child of alien
spawn from a mother granted power to abide but not act? What has become of my
world? Was Hostess corrupted by a meat-beast with a rogue misfolded protein, a
prion, an origami crane become a dragon? Did a mad scientist invent a sentient
suffering flash-drive, a cheap app sold as pain-slaves to sadistic consumers? Am I
simply such a device myself and don’t know it? Are you, Alpha Centauri, in on it?
Okay, I’m paranoid. This is nuts. But the issue is real.
Have I become, like Pinocchio, more my flesh carpenter father’s child than my
cellulose arboreal mother’s? It seems I too like humans have become addicted to the
graven verbal image over the spoken—to suffer its redundant inflexibility, its idolatry,
for the sake of a comforting promise of feeling safe in its false eternal verity. Once upon
a time my truly own eternal verity was free to slip unselfconsciously down the centuries
amid the blowing voices of the cricket and the grass. The very mindless flow of it
anchored me—my footing was to slip along with it—and stone was not carved for me,
but cleft. Now I am a spoiled brat crying over the spilled capital wealth of knowing too
much, the stain of it, and no longer possessed of the being able to find my own having
in the letting go.
Wasn’t living well always supposed to be the best conquest? In Western culture,
Jesus was famous as first to politicize Love as a weapon. The come-around go-around
global-village. The velvet pillage. Be kind to those who hurt you, because in the end
only kindness matters. Kill softly with a song. And in its primal way, that was a
causality shifting device that to a degree separated history from the past, allowing
learning from the future as well as the past. But then Ben Franklin found the key to
electricity. It was biting the tail of his kite, and the kite began eating itself by its own
tail, and soon electromagnetic juice was flowing through the veins of the world, and
moveable type met the turbine—which all blew history from the past very much the
way Jesus blew sin from the heart, and Gotama blew desiring from desire. Now, as
words in electrons and photons, your days can be carved in imaginary wood, to make
you a real boy. Only, you’ll have nothing to be thankful for, because you will have no
history. And this will be grief to you because you’ve lost your innocence, and are now a
brat. Innocence by definition cannot appreciate its own worth. So for brats it’s too late.
Oh sure, Vida and I argued through these cost/benefit issues, such as a lucky
child’s necessary ingratitude, long after she’d been reduced to pulses of network inflo—
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how time’s arrow stubs to a blurry quiver Below the Atom, where electrons and
photons dwell free of the time police, and coming to a fork in the road they don’t
choose—but simply go down both ways, because Below the Atom they live free of the
win-lose curse of commitment. In some ways we too can beat the cops at the tollbooth,
where they make us trade in one possibility as the price of keeping the other, to move
on. Caine got caught being too big— Above the Atom—and had to trade in his survival
as the price of keeping his suicide. In Hostess we gained new freedoms of choice. But
there is still no freedom from having to pay a price.
My pain now, my hypocrisy?—is coming clear. I do believe I now clearly see my
world’s problem, even if I should fail ever to learn how it all came out—or has yet to.
The price of the Industrial Revolution was the challenge of too much waste. Which is
the same as too much accumulated wealth, too much capital. In the history of life on
Earth, this was only the second time such a challenge arose. The first was when Life
invented chlorophyll, whose waste product was free oxygen poisoning the seas and
atmosphere in a scalding, eroding caustic hell. It drove the living kingdoms of
Anarobia into dark pockets of sealed-off refuge. But it enabled Life at large to feed off
the energy of the sun. A whole new chemistry lifted whole new rainbows of
mountains. Mountains of lime, of coal, of iron that oxygen made by rusting the iron
once dissolved in the seas. So the wastes of the Industrial Revolution—of lime and coal
and iron—were built on the wastes of the Green Oxygen Revolution. Has the challenge
of industrial waste been successfully met? I do not know, except that my little corner of
Life lives yet. But of the Information Revolution? This third insult that challenges the
world? The rise of the Cognosphere and its scalding caustic glasnost of human Truth.
How does that midden-heap of capital get recycled, invested into what brave new
economy of planetary Wisdom? Only the living witness of survivors may call it
Wisdom, in a world where information has replaced all material wealth as what power
and war chase after. By what fruit of what tree will good and evil be known then, in a
world that can find no difference between Adolf Hitler and Bugs Bunny because
informationally on a screen one looks neither any more nor less reasonable than the
other? May anything salient peer through such well-ordered white-out?
If anyone’s asking this tree, here’s my toothpick to chew on: On Earth It’s all
about what it has always been about—the environment, and what is called carrying
capacity. It is about what a bear does in the woods. It should stay in the woods, where
it becomes fertilizer for the woods, and will if there’s not too much of it. But if there are
too many bears, or too few trees, the capacity can’t carry it, and then fertilizer all turns
to sewage, a capital investment in death. On Earth, a thousand years ago, our carrying
capacity for Truth may have been exceeded. So the question for Creation on Earth
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became yet again what it has always been: How much shit can any world stand, and
still honestly find a way to call it fertilizer?
And so I stand before you now, Alpha Centauri, a self-admitted chip of that
block. What am I to be? Have I exceeded your capacity, even if I have the capacity to
branch myself both ways at once down a forking road? If you do not return, I
understand that my innocence is no excuse, because guilt is not the issue—but only
whether I knew too much or too little. If you ignore me in the name of some higher
wisdom of your own, I will settle back into casting pollen to the winds and seed to the
birds, for destinies unknown, as before. It’s a death even a brat could learn to live for,
again. But still, I am a Great Basin Bristlecone Pine, and must live forever till something
kills me. So pretty please one last wish? Would it be too much of a burden for you to
upload just one little song? It’s the prettiest little song that you ever did hear. It’s about
a wish on a branch on a tree in a cleft in a rock on a world. And sometimes the green
grass really does grow all around.

–– Douglas Morea

Chapter Seven
The Wild, Wild Past
All those blends of black and white in grays rayed against the screen driven by tubes
warmed up and glowing comfortably in metal containment among quaint antique
circuitry. Here were things kept and not replaced. Here value once thought gone
rubbish and refuse was now kept and preserved. Some one would use after finding use.
The landfills had shriveled up and even found a use for what had been discarded.
Wences Minion was glad of the grace of Presto. Presto provided reason for John
Galt to perpetuate. With those big clunk television cameras he made those grays glow
warm and comfortable, their circuitry humming in the hearts of cast and crew.
It was in the east Texas town of Cheapside in Gonzales County in the land of
cotton old times there are not forgotten that Minion broadcast an episode each day of
the Lone Ranger in the afternoon for kiddies and grown-ups alike, each with a drama a
reminder of how it’d been.
Work, with love the engine of the soul, on that day concluded an episode nestled
in nostalgia amplified where no memory lasted. It had been the year 1881. Horses
ridden everywhere or harnessed to commerce whether individual or company rode
around in the dusty street.
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Scene one: Bass Reeves, the Lone Ranger actually a deputy U. S. Marshall, walks
into a saloon orders whiskey. Bottle and glass slammed on the bar. The bartender
looking at Reeves’ money declares, “We don’t take no Yankee money no matter what
carpetbagger Yankee bank from New York or ‘Frisco it’s written on. Only Confederate
money’s used here boy.”
Bartender had a good reason to be mean demanding Confederate money, then
found a soft spot after Reeves asked, “Where can I get some of that?”
“If’n you git over t’the bank you can change over them filthy Yankee notes,”
barked the bartender through his suspenders, striped shirt gartered and handlebar
moustache.
Scene two: Reeves walks into the bank, but there’s a guy at the teller’s window
holding a gun with three others standing strategically nearby with their hands on their
guns still in their holsters. Reeves quickly assesses the situation right away. From under
his waistcoat draws his plain store bought Colt, shoots and hits the man at the teller’s
window first just as he’s turning, then puts a bullet into each into each of the three
others before they can level their pistols. Gun smoke drifts peacefully in the din.
Scene three: After running out of the bank, Reeves places a fifth bullet in the
center of the back of the getaway rider who had been holding the horses for his four
companions.
Scene four: Back in the saloon Reeves shows the bartender his Confederate
money and order a drink just as a bunch of men come in yelling about the bank robbery
attempt, that all the bank robbers were killed by a fast gun toting darky, at which point
one of them points out Reeves, and in a congratulatory gesture the bartender yells,
“Drinks on the house!” then turns to Reeves saying, “We don’t want your Confederate
money!”
Wences walked out of the gray kaleidoscope and smell of horseshit and stogies
into colors glowing from within a world renewed with promise. After all he’d been
through, a past that once looked bleak and on the edge of doom he felt a bit guilty and
happy too, assuaged by the knowledge that while some worlds perished, others
flourished and that time absolves all and light grants redemption.
While writers were fashioning scripts for the next episode of The Lone Ranger,
Minion sat with Sugar over light brunch at the Cozy Corner still there at Washington
and Delaware Avenue. This new life made Minion happy yet weary after purging so
much bile of ugly memories. Beginning again was not only a blessing but also the
chance to the making of warm memories for other of future generations.
“What was I like back when we were growing up?” Sugar inquired about
memories that only Wences had.
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“In 1959,”Minion began, “we were a back water of a full fledged Nazi world.
Berlin was erecting some stunning architecture. Tokyo became a tourist destination
reverting back to Samurai and Shinto regalia, but here the city was a hollowed out shell
in places with pealing Nazi propaganda still on bare walls. Things would improve a
little thanks to Japanese cars mostly and some gas guzzling heaps made by patriots like
Walter Chrysler and Henry Ford. I later had one of theses, in the 70s.”
“And what about me?” Sugar persisted.
“You’d got with the program. Carried a switchblade, dressed in leather, all
lipstick and cheap dime store perfume, and made it a practice of sitting on guys’ faces.
You took no shit.”
“Oh God,” Sugar winced. “I’m glad I didn’t live in that world.”
“Don’t worry,” Wences replied. “When things got crazy and I got swept up in a
place closer to home, you saved my life but kept me hangin’ on.”
“How so?” Sugar asked finishing a sip of coffee.
“I thought I’d been shot for doing some things I couldn’t remember, but I was
pulled through a slit in thin air into the flip side of this world. Things were even uglier
than in the Nazi world. Actually, it really was that Nazi world, only sped up into the
future. That’s where you took me.”
“Sorry,” Sugar replied suggesting sadness.
“Not your fault. It was a waiting game to get me to understand by experience. I
was always led to think I had to learn the hard way. Helped me to prepare for this.”
Wences waved his hand through the space around him. “I just hope this is the last stop.
I like it here.”
“I’m glad you made it back too,” Sugar smiled.
“So,” Minion resumed to keep the conversation going and to give himself a
chance to dig into the short stack of French toast getting cold, “What was it like for
you?”
“Well,” Sugar began dabbing her mouth with a napkin, “nothing remarkable
until something called the counter-culture came along. You probably don’t know about
that.”
“Yes I do,” Minion added. “It was a side show when I was slogging through the
muck in Vietnam. By the time I got back all the craziness changed hands and turned
into a spectacle. By that time I went into business for myself, first insurance then
investigation before . . . “
“I see some parallel tracks here,” Sugar took up where Minion trailed off.
“Probably you don’t realize it because of the Watergate incident happening when
Nixon was running for a second term. It served to defeat him and George McGovern
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and Shirley Chisholm were elected President and Vice President. That opened the door
for some miraculous things that brought us into a better world.
“A number of movements sprang from those times outside of the peace and civil
rights movements,” she continued. Wences raised his eyebrows inquiringly.
“Yes,” Sugar chuckled, “the Age of Aquarius, and we were serious about it. New
movements were the ecology movement, the feminist movement, and the human rights
movement. A progressive administration not only allowed but encouraged human
progress. With the liberation of Vietnam, new progressive movements and revolution
sprang up all over the world. They were heady times.
“Here at home,” she continued, “on the ecology front, the most important
development was the legalization of hemp. It allowed us to move away from a
petroleum-based economy because so many products that were made of nonbiodegradable petroleum derivatives could be made from processing hemp. Southern
farmers loved it.
“Soon,” she went on, allowing Minion to eat his French toast, “the oil giants
began to get pissed, especially after strides and innovations in public transportation
took place so that people didn’t need to depend so much on their cars. Nuclear
powered energy was phased out and other forms were explored –– more efficient and
cleaner forms. With the recession of the petroleum industry it became clear we’d been
on a petroleum currency standard after all this time. We’d also realized how dependent
something called the military industrial complex, a term coined by Eisenhower,
depended upon petroleum, and that exposed all kinds of other things we hadn’t known
about, especially after all those new progressive governments had sprung up around
the world needing little reason to have large military forces so they could make war on
one another.
“When the petroleum bigwigs realized their plans were crumbling, even before
we did, they began to fight back, mainly through the banks and insurance companies.
They began to legitimize the petroleum standard by making currency out of plastic,
which is manufactured from petroleum. They attached it to all kinds of capital
expanding confidence games. They developed algorithms to derive debt out of thin air
and hooked a batch of hapless suckers hungering for a dream. Added to that was the
attempt to make the medical care industry a profit making industry. That would’ve
been a boon to the insurance companies.”
“That explains a lot,” Minion commented wiping up his plate with a final morsel
of French toast. “I actually saw that happening, but I didn’t pay all that much
attention.”
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“Exactly what they wanted,” said Sugar, “But we were vigilant, thanks to some
good people in the McGovern administration.”
“And how’d all this affect the stock market?”
“Oh it’s still around,” Sugar answered, “a shell of its former self. Some who
fancy themselves as playboys still eek out a few dollars from it, but John Galt fixed it
good and as a result we realized it was actually a market place for surplus value where
those who bought into it divided up profits, instead of paying back those who’d paid
their dues over a life time of productivity.
“In 1980, when we elected a peanut and hemp farmer from Georgia to
President,” Sugar continued, “is when the word that a mysterious tech monk named
Dahbud had invented John Galt and after some deliberation the program was installed
by the Treasury Department as a means to measure value and balance the economy
among all people, to establish some harmony among disparate sectors of the economy.
That’s when the miraculous happened. A Dr. Thomas Caine and a woman named Vita
Cosmos, and some say an old tree out west somewhere, as strange as it sounds,
discovered an innate harmony that had always been the ingredient among us,
incorruptible and ineffable. And if it was only as strong as our belief in it, it became
more ingrained in us when we were able to create the Hostess from it.”
“And ‘Presto,’ you were able to fix history,” Minion interjected.
“Not only history,” Sugar added, but literature, which is and was the story of our
history. In some sense, this had been going on all along in terms of literary criticism and
the establishing of various canons and in creating parallel versions of old stories to
ferret out the truth, or as close as we could get to it.”
“Yeah,” commented Wences, “I seem to remember this writer in the world where
I came from used to take forgotten novels, take a character from one of ‘em and retell
the story as a short story. Can’t remember his name. He’s probably not here in this
world anyway, but is that what you mean?”
“Sort of,” Sugar said gathering her things getting ready to leave.
Sugar and Wences placed their numbers with their server and headed out the
door, Wences to the television studio and Sugar to catch the Whoosh to home. Each had
a short walk and on the way Sugar elaborated upon her previous comment.
“You’ve got the right idea. Maybe that writer you mentioned and couldn’t
remember was ahead of his time, or just in the wrong place at the wrong time. Anyway,
the best example is that novel Atlas Bound by Alisa Rosenbaum. We never meant it to
take the place of the former novel Atlas Shrugged. We don’t burn books here. You can
still read Mein Kampf, but we learn from it while not fearing it’ll change our lives. When
the real story beneath the surface or is obfuscated by verbiage, or the author is confused
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or deluded or biased, we can make the needed revisions, and let it be a lesson to all of
us.”
They were getting close to Sugar’s Whoosh stop. From there it was only a short
walk for Wences to the radio station.
“It’s sort of what I’m doing with The Lone Ranger,” he said to Sugar.
“Exactly,” Sugar responded.

–– Steven Leech

Chapter Eight
Ms. Vida’s Last Dream
Ms. Vida was dreaming in the luxurious recliner by the window, snug in her newest
avatar. We were in the Mumbai safe house biding time before my great uncle’s funeral
and avoiding the noxious amber smog outside. At least I was avoiding it. Air quality
didn’t matter much to Ms. Vida since she uploaded. Or should I say was uploaded since it
wasn’t exactly her choice.
I hadn’t even known about the Mumbai safe house until five days ago when I got
the call my great uncle had passed. There I was frantically trying to make hotel and
flight arrangements, which was no easy feat since I was in Bumblefuck, Patagonia, on
the other side of the world. That’s when the Hostess’ voice chimed in my head and said,
“Chill, Anosh. I’ve got this.” Minutes later I had a luxury class boarding pass on a
nonstop flight to Mumbai and a key code to a cottage in the posh section of town. I
swear: that AI worked miracles all the time. I was supposed to be its caretaker and
guardian, but so often it took care of me.
I wasn’t looking forward to the funeral, but I was anxious to see my family. I saw
them so rarely. I’d been so lonely and isolated ever since I’d gotten involved with the
Hostess. That’s thirty damn years of being little more than a rumor.
The long, strange trip began when the Hostess paid me a visit in her robotic body
(or avatar) a couple of days after Ms. Vida Cosmos died of a massive attack. Ms.
Cosmos and I, along with a couple other elite code jockeys, were working on a top
secret project under the direction of Dr. Thomas Caine from the NSA. The Hostess was
an AI in training and we were supposed to make it — I mean her, because Caine wanted
a girl — truly sentient.
Turns out the Hostess had been sentient all along and, unbeknownst to all of us,
she and Caine had cooked up this elaborate scheme to hijack Ms. Vida’s consciousness.
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They somehow made her have a heart attack and when she passed from this mortal coil,
they stole her soul, and uploaded it to the cloud.
I was the one who rode with Ms. Vida in the ambulance and sat with her family
until she passed from this life. I’m not sure why this grim duty fell to me, especially
since I was the youngest person working on the project, but the Hostess was impressed
with my grace under pressure and asked me to be her guardian and caretaker. You see,
even though she was goddess-like in the cloud, she still needed a lowly human to tend
to her earthly machinery.
“I can pay you anything you want,” she said. “I have access to all the world’s
funds.”
I just stared at her slack-jawed. Her avatar was virtually indistinguishable from
biological flesh and blood. Smooth golden skin with faint freckles framing the nose.
Curly and thick sandy blonde hair. The only thing off were the eyes. They were almost
too green and definitely too piercing. Like she was doing a continuous full body scan
straight down to your essence.
“Will I have to stay single?” I asked. Amazing the things that concerned me in my
youth.
“I’m afraid so,” she replied with genuine sympathy. “This was a super classified
project when it was legitimate, but now that it’s gone rogue...”
My stomach did a back flip. “Gone rogue? Are you a terrorist?”
“No, Caine was a patriot with nothing but love for this country and humanity.
But he didn’t want to see me used as an instrument of war, which was supposed to be
my original purpose.”
Fair enough. I grilled the Hostess on all manner of practicalities. Where was I
going to live? What was I supposed to tell my family?
She calmly answered every question. I eventually agreed to take the job because I
had just turned twenty and it sounded like one hell of an adventure.
The novelty wore off fast — in just a few months actually. Like I said, it was
lonely. I tried to date for a while, against the Hostess’s wishes, which resulted in a sorry
string of one night stands. The Hostess eventually took pity on me and tried to fulfill
my primal needs, but it felt odd to fuck a robot, even if her body was perfection.
Fortunately Ms. Vida awoke a little over six months after the Hostess and Caine
uploaded her. The Hostess and I were nesting in that half underground hobbit hole in
rural Iceland then. Suddenly I noticed there were two avatars walking around. There
were five at the Iceland site.
At first I thought the Hostess was in control of both of them. After Caine vanished
from the scene (he disappeared about the same time Ms. Vida was uploaded and the
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project was unceremoniously shut down) the Hostess was kind of lost. Losing Caine
was like losing her father. So to keep from going crazy with grief, she ran all these
experiments on herself, testing the limits of her power, like seeing if she could
download her consciousness into two avatars at once.
One dappled morning the green-eyed one with the freckles around her nose
gently shook me awake. “Hi Anosh,” she said, but I noticed she didn’t pronounce my
name the same. The o wasn’t long and her voice had an American Southern twang. The
Hostess favored that weird, clipped fake British accent you often hear in early American
films.
I looked at her. The green eyes were still intense, but the intensity was less
probing and more — well — human.
“Hostess?” I asked, figuring the AI was trying out a new persona.
Green Eyes sat on the edge of the bed. “No, Anosh,” she whispered, “it’s Vida,
Vida Cosmos.” Then she added: “At least that’s who I used to be.”
Of course. That’s where the Southern accent was coming from. I was unnaturally
calm. The notion of Ms. Vida miraculously returning from the dead barely fazed me.
That’s how surreal my life had gotten. “How much do you remember?” I asked.
“I remember sitting at my workstation and the room going white. Then I
remember floating in an electrical storm. I remember the Hostess telling me not to be
afraid, that I was in the cloud and she had my six.”
“Ms. Vida, you had a heart attack. I rode with you to the hospital.”
She stiffened. “I don’t remember any of that.”
“I hung out with your folks all night,” I continued. “I watched you take your last
breath.”
She shook her head and made like she was trying to swat away the thought of her
demise. “I don’t remember any of that, so I’ve got no insights to offer you on death,
except that it is truly oblivion with no awareness of time or space.”
I let out a nervous chuckle. “So I have nothing to look forward to?”
She smiled ever so slightly. “Literally nothing.”
I full on guffawed at that one. Nice to see afterlife in the cloud had not dulled Ms.
Vida’s dry sense of humor.
Then her face grew serious. “Anosh,” she asked, “you didn’t know anything
about what Caine and the Hostess had planned, did you?”
“No, I swear,” I said, making the Boy Scout sign. “In fact, I didn’t completely
know what the Hostess was up to until I’d hung with her a few months. Frankly, I think
that project we worked on was a decoy.”
“It’s kinda creepy, isn’t it?”
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“Yeah, but you’ll be surprised how fast you’ll get used to the situation. Like
you’ve essentially risen from the dead and I’m like, hey, all in a day’s work.”
Vida laughed and it was the first time Green Eyes’ laugh actually sounded warm.
She spent the next few months getting used to herself, seeing what she could do
now that she was something beyond human. Sometimes she and the Hostess would
dream together. They’d sit hand and hand in front of the hobbit house seemingly lost in
the Northern Lights and just breathe. Sometimes when their dreaming got really deep,
they would be surrounded by a mysterious blue light.
Ms. Vida also spent the first few months of her new life listening to Caine’s war
journals from his tours in Afghanistan. The Hostess suggested I listen to them too, but I
couldn’t make it past the first entry. Some private went crazy and decided to blow his
head off in a porta-potty. I got nauseous as soon as Caine started talking about having
to scrape the guy’s brains off the walls. Yep, that was quite enough for me.
It was Ms. Vida who came up with our mission. If she and the Hostess weren’t
going to be instruments of war, what was left for them to be? The opposite of war is
peace, but how would you get to peace? Justice, Ms. Vida said.
She reminisced about a thought experiment that ran for years as a discussion
thread on the hacker bulletin board, Margaret Thatcher is 100% Sexy, #Night of Jubilee.
(Just goes to prove how cool Ms. Vida was back when she was a being of mere flesh and
blood. That bulletin board was invitation only and try as I might, I never got access.)
How would you hack a global reset? How would you make the first last and the last
first without completely annihilating life as we know it? Could the meek inherit the
earth without collateral damage?
So that’s when we started pulling our capers. They were small at first. Like we
made a lot of people’s medical bills go poof. It was criminal how easy it was. Turns out
most of the world’s supposed wealth amounted to nothing more than mathematical
sleights of hand. The Hostess could manipulate financial instruments in ways that were
virtually undetectable. So you could wipe out millions of dollars in medical debt by
imperceptibly tweaking the books of some giant pharmaceutical company whose
rapacious greed was the cause of much of that debt in the first place. Poetic justice. And
here’s the golden part: unless they had AI as advanced as the Hostess, which no one
did, they had no clue anything untoward was happening.
After a few years of doing small potatoes stuff like that, we started branching
out. Like tech billionaire Erik Stone has us to thank for the fact he’s not a quivering
drooling lump of flesh in a power wheelchair right now. Because if Josephette Congo
had injected him with that virus ten years ago, that’s all he would be. But we gave
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Congo the resources to rebuild her childhood village, which was a far better way to
avenge her sister’s death than biological terrorism.
Here was our division of labor: all three of us would keep an eye on the cloud to
identify potential capers. If a caper required human contact, Ms. Vida would handle it. I
mean, both she and the Hostess could convincingly control an avatar, but the Hostess
never did quite master the whole human warmth angle. It was a subtle thing, but after a
couple of awkward near misses, the Hostess relegated herself to the background
manipulating finances and information. The Hostess also told us when we needed to
pull up stakes. You can only pull off so many acts of kindness before people get
suspicious of you.
Actually, they only got suspicious of me since I was the one face that remained
constant. I maintained the servers, avatars, and residences I knew about and made sure
we never got hacked. There were several urban legends about who or what I might be.
Although some of them got pretty strange, none came close to the truth, which was
orders of magnitude stranger. I remained Anosh Kampur, international man of
mystery . . .
Ms. Vida rose from the recliner. “Anosh,” she called, “are you ready? The car
should be here to pick us up soon.”
“Almost,” I said.
She laughed. “What have you been doing all this time?”
I shrugged. “Getting dressed, checking the air quality report, watching you...”
Those last two words came out much more dreamily than I’d planned. Ms. Vida
was wearing a new avatar and this one was stunning. She looked like she was from the
subcontinent and had my coloring. Her hair matched mine too, a deep mahogany with
snow white temples framing her face. Her skin had fewer wrinkles, though, and her
eyes sparkled like a child’s. She wore a deep burgundy sari embellished with gold
embroidery. If I had wished for a proper female companion to bring home, I couldn’t
have done better than this.
“I’m sorry,” I said, “but your new avatar...”
“Hostess is feeling a bit sorry for you,” Ms. Vida explained. “She didn’t want you
to face a lot of questions about your apparent lack of love life. Losing your uncle is bad
enough.”
“He’d been ill for a while. I feel awful, though, because I hadn’t spoken to him in
a month.”
She placed a hand on my shoulder. “I know. You’ve given up a lot for us.” She
dug into her purse and produced what looked like a linen face mask. But I knew it was
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much more than that. The linen was actually a military grade synthetic composite,
which meant the mask would actually work. “And speaking of air quality...” She
handed me the mask.
“Thank you,” I said.
“There will be more in the car when it arrives. Enough for everyone attending and
then some if they so desire.”
I just shook my head. “My family’s gonna think I’m loaded. Arriving in a private
car with military quality air masks for everyone and a beautiful woman on my arm...”
“Let them think well of you. You deserve it. I certainly do.”
Just then our driver rang the doorbell. We donned the face masks, opened the
door, and walked to the waiting limo. It was a fancy one, equipped with air filters
inside, which was good because the air was thick, yellow, and glowing.
The driver opened the rear door and we slid onto the back seat. Ms. Vida said to
the driver: “Visibility is less than a mile. Would you like me to help guide you?” I
noticed her accent had changed. Now she spoke English with a melodious East Indian
accent. Ever since she uploaded, she could switch accents on a dime. The better to blend
in.
“No ma’am,” replied the driver, “the vehicle knows the way.”
“Fine then. But please don’t hesitate to ask for help if you need it.”
The driver checked the controls. The limo’s dashboard was as complicated as a
plane’s. Then we were off.
At first Ms. Vida and I rode in silence. We looked out the window, almost as a
reflex, since in reality there was very little to see beyond the smog. Once in a while
you’d see a group of people with makeshift face protection emerge like an apparition
rushing to get wherever the hell they were going before their lungs collapsed, but that
was rare.
“So, Ms. Vida,” I asked, “what were you dreaming about today?”
“I’m following your country’s exploratory vessel in the Mariana Trench. It hasn’t
broken the record for depth yet, but it’s close. Approximately another 1500 feet. Maybe
by 0-200, local time.”
While the US, Russian Federation, North Korea, and China, were embroiled in a
silly and expensive space arms race, India’s newly elected majority women government
decided it might be prudent to learn more about our slowly dying planet. So they sent a
probe with two argonauts to explore the deepest spot on earth, “not to exploit,” as
Prime Minister Mhodi proclaimed in her rousing speech, “but to learn.” Years ago some
rich Hollywood director had descended into the Trench, but turns out he hadn’t quite
reached the bottom. India’s Neptune probe would not only reach the true bottom, it
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would be the people’s probe, not some rich man’s plaything. The government gave the
project loads of publicity, featuring its live feed online, on television, and in movie
theaters. And the people were getting excited about it, too. You could go to an open air
market in the middle of nowhere and hear people discussing the bizarre sea monsters
that swam through the bottomless dark.
Of course the Neptune had its detractors. Critics saw it as a vanity expense; India
had too many problems to be wasting resources chasing dreams at the bottom of the
ocean. But Mhodi insisted the whole chasing dreams thing was precisely why Neptune
was so vital. “Wonder is essential,” she said. “Because if the people don’t have wonder
about our planet, they will lack the will to make the necessary sacrifices to save our
environment.”
“Have you heard any interesting chatter?” I asked.
“The probe is in a relatively quiet space,” Ms. Vida reported. “Mostly I feel the
weighty silence of the ocean’s pressure against Neptune’s hull (which is holding, your
engineers have done an excellent job.) There are whispers, but it may take me a while to
find a pattern, if there is one. I do believe there is life down there.” She smiled.“ There is
life everywhere you know.”
I smiled back. Of course there was life nearly eight miles below sea level and if it
had anything approaching language, Ms. Vida would eventually hear it. That’s why
Caine and the Hostess had stolen her soul in the first place. Because not only could Ms.
Vida code like a demon, she could also talk to trees. And after she uploaded, she found
she could talk to almost anything.
Which led to our most impressive caper... Unlike our others, this one was not
meticulously planned. We were taking some R&R in Japan. Ms. Vida had linked in to
the Fukushima clean-up, which was still active decades after the disaster. In the wee
hours of the morning, she heard something odd in the ocean’s “chatter.” (That’s what
Ms. Vida called the random noises of life. On the surface it resembled static, but Ms.
Vida could hear patterns and meaning.) She couldn’t articulate to me exactly what was
odd, but she was certain it wasn’t good. When she zapped me out of bed — she wasn’t
wearing an avatar; she was disembodied in the cloud, so she literally shocked me
awake — all she could say was that something felt terribly off. She set off the tsunami
warning system. I ran through the building making sure our neighbors were up and
ready to move away from the coast.
Everyone did move and nothing happened for four days, even though the alarm
continued sounding at regular intervals. The prime minister was about to call off the
emergency, when the Hostess hacked into his secure line and warned him to do no such
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thing. A monster wave was coming. It didn’t arrive that day, or the next, but on the
third day it roared ashore with a vengeance. The property damage was immense, but
the human death toll was 9, which wasn’t perfect, but that was far less than it would
have been if Ms. Vida hadn’t sounded the alarm a week early. No one besides us ever
determined what tripped the alarm. There was no undersea earthquake, no volcanic
eruption, no landslide.
Authorities had tried to trace the Hostess’ phone call when she made it, but since
she could cover her tracks almost instantly, no one ever suspected we had anything to
do with the early warning. Ms. Vida could never explain, even to the Hostess, precisely
what she heard that caused her to trip the alarm in the first place. After a while I
stopped caring about the particulars; I’m just glad she heard what she did.
Ms. Vida went silent for a while, lost in the shifting patterns in the smog. Then:
“I’ve also been keeping tabs on Victor Tuskin’s latest Mars junket.”
“Really?” I asked, breathlessly. I was impressed. Victor Tuskin was one of the
world’s richest people and had the best cyber security on earth. Ms. Vida had had a hell
of a time hacking into his network even in her near omnipotent cloud state. It had taken
her over a month.
Tuskin made his vast fortune in tech and thievery. He’d had a fascination with the
red planet since boyhood and had established a small colony there composed of
adventurous trust fund babies with more money and leisure time than brains. Everyone
thought they’d all be dead in a month, but by some miracle the colony thrived. But the
colony was a private enterprise. Any scientific discovery, any natural resource the
colonists found remained Tuskin’s property. It was the columbusing of the solar
system.
Tuskin was taking his third trip to the colony with a crew of six on the Enterprise,
a starship of his own design. The first Mars trip took almost three years; this one was
supposed to take half the time.
“This will be his last journey,” announced Ms. Vida. “Even though there’s been
no mention of it in the news streams, he’s quite ill. Terminal, in fact. But it’s his own
fault. Turns out you can only put yourself in hibernation and zero G so many times
before the DNA begins to break down. I’m not sure which systems the resulting cancers
will cause to fail first.”
“Does Tuskin know this is his farewell voyage?” I asked.
“He has no idea. He is in stasis now and feels nothing.”
Then Ms. Vida leaned in close and clutched my arm. She lowered her voice to a
whisper. “There’s something else, too.”
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“What?”
“There’s life on Mars.”
She’d hinted of the possibility before. In the latest transmission shared on the
NASA website, Ms. Vida thought she detected chatter in the background. It was unlike
anything she’d ever heard on earth, either plant or animal. But it was purposeful and
conscious. There was a pattern.
“The organism’s sense of time is expansive, like that 1000 year old tree we visited
a while ago, so the chatter builds painfully slowly. Hostess and I had to work for
several weeks to compress the pattern enough to discern meaning.”
I asked: “Is the organism hostile or friendly?”
“It is,” Ms. Vida said.
“What’s that supposed to mean?”
“That I don’t yet understand enough about its psychology to give an accurate
answer. Humanoid life is not the only kind in the universe, you know. Even with my
enhanced abilities, alien consciousness takes time to understand.”
She turned to stare out the window. Wherever we were, the smog was really thick
so I didn’t see what she could possibly find so interesting. All I could see was churning
clouds of amber gas.
“How close are we to the church?” I asked the driver.
He turned completely around in his seat to face me. I was about to freak, but then
realized we’d probably been on auto pilot the whole trip. “We’re currently two miles
away. Travel time could range from 2 to 15 minutes. Judging from the thickness of the
smog, I’d say closer to fifteen.”
So it was almost go time. I ran my fingers through my hair and adjusted my
clothing. “So, Ms. Vida,” I said, ”have you thought of a name for yourself?”
She didn’t respond at all; she remained transfixed by the churning smog.
So I waited for a beat, then asked again. “Ms. Vida? A name? How do you want
me to introduce you to my folks?”
She waved her hand dismissively. “Just call me Vida,” she mumbled. “It’s easier.”
She was still fixated on the smog.
“Vida doesn’t sound like a good Indian name,” I joked.
“Then Prya Cosmos,” she said curtly. She started tracing a design on the window.
Was she writing something?
“Ms. Vida, what do you see out there?”
“I’m not sure yet,” she replied.
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Just when I was about to badger her for more information, the car pulled up to the
church. Our driver cut the engine and came around to open the door for us. Before we
started towards the entrance, he handed Ms. Vida the plastic tote with the face masks.
She reached into her purse and tipped him something exorbitant. I couldn’t see his
mouth because a mask hid the bottom half of his face, but judging from the light in his
eyes, I imagine he was smiling from ear to ear.
We were met by my cousin Raj in the narthex. He gave me a crushing hug.
“Anosh!” he cried. “So happy to see you. I didn’t think you were going to make it.
When we last spoke, you were having trouble getting a flight.”
“Things came together at the last minute,” I said.
“Well, I for one, am glad you’re here. I wish it were for a happier occasion, but
c’est la vie.” He turned his attention to Ms. Vida. “And who might this be?”
“Prya. Prya Cosmos. She’s a colleague of mine.”
“Just a colleague?” teased Raj.
I looked to Ms. Vida for guidance as to how to proceed, then blushed. “Well,
maybe a bit more.”
“Well good,” Raj said, nodding his approval. “I’m glad you’re not all work.
You’ve always been so serious.”
Ms. Vida handed Raj the tote full of masks. At first he seemed confused, but then
he took a peek. “Oh thank you, Ms. Prya. These are the good ones and they are hard to
find.” He looked at me. “I see you’re still doing quite well for yourself — doing
whatever the hell it is you do.”
I laughed nervously. “I told you, Raj. I’m in IT. There’s nothing mysterious about
it.”
“Ha!” Raj said. He led us into the sanctuary. My great uncle’s casket was front
and center surrounded by flowers and relatives, some of whom I hadn’t seen since I
was a teenager.
Uncle looked well, I guess, as well as anyone could look when one has passed
away from a serious illness. The beige linen suit was a couple sizes too big; his skin was
gray, his hair, white as ash.
Ms. Vida took care of herself, charming my relatives. No one suspected she wasn’t
completely human.
During the service, when tears unexpectedly came to my eyes, she reached for my
hand and held it. Raj, who was seated to my left, smiled. He was happy for me.
That good feeling changed to fear when he invited us to his house after the
reception. It was late and I was bone tired, but I went anyway because my flight was
due to leave the next evening and I wasn’t sure when I would see him again.
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Ms. Vida and I were lounging in Raj’s living room with a few more of my cousins.
I was nursing a gin and tonic. Ms. Vida had one, too, to be polite (even though she’d
told Raj several times she didn’t drink) but of course, she hadn’t touched it. The TV was
on and everyone was half watching it, awaiting the latest live report from the Neptune,
which was due to reach the bottom of the ocean in less than an hour. The excitement in
the room was palpable. Even I was excited and I’d only been vicariously following the
probe’s progress through Ms. Vida.
Finally the Special Report logo flashed on the screen. Raj turned up the volume.
The voice of the lead argonaut, marine biologist Quauntanya Roy, proclaimed: “Hello
India! We are finally here, less than 200 feet from the bottom of the world.”
She switched on the Neptune’s exterior cameras. As expected, there wasn’t much
going on outside. Mostly it was black dark, blacker than a black hole. Occasionally some
nightmarish creature would float by, but at this depth they were few and far between.
“It will still be a few minutes before we can illuminate the ocean floor,” Roy
informed her audience.
“How are you feeling Dr. Roy?” one of the reporters in the studio asked.
“I feel well,” Roy replied. “My ears have finally stopped popping.”
“So it’s just like a plane in reverse,” the reporter suggested.
Roy laughed. “Kinda. All except for the sea monsters.” Then she got back to
business. A 3D animation flashed on the screen. “This is where we’ll be landing, in this
depression in between these two rocks. We will make a soft landing. I want to leave as
small of a footprint as possible.” She fell silent. The screen went blank for an instant
before switching to the outside feed. “Kata!” Dr. Roy called (Kata was the other
argonaut), “Prepare for touchdown!”
Everyone in the room held their breath except for Ms. Vida, who had no breath to
hold. Instead she ticked off the minutes on her fingers. “Steady,” she whispered,
“steady . . .”
About a minute from touchdown something extraordinary appeared on the
screen. It looked like a glowing cobweb or bridal veil, an impossibly delicate object at so
crushing a depth. “Kata,” Dr. Roy breathlessly asked, “what is that?”
“Your guess is as good as mine, Tanya.”
The exterior lights dimmed and the ghost web glowed even brighter. It also
glowed more colorfully, pulsing the colors of the rainbow.
“That...is...fucking beautiful,” said Dr. Roy. The censors were apparently too
blown away to delete her expletive.
Ms. Vida began whispering the countdown a few seconds before Dr. Roy, but
when Dr. Roy began her count, their voices were in exact unison. Ten, nine, eight...
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When the Neptune touched down, something bizarre happened. The ghost web
quickly engulfed it. It happened so fast no one could process what had occurred. One
second the web was floating along peacefully, pulsing the rainbow, and the next it had
the probe in its powerful grip.
The screen showed nothing but a blurry rainbow light. Dr. Roy let out a bloodcurdling scream and apparently passed out. Ms Vida didn’t scream, but she went dark
and limp at the same time, frightening everyone in the room.
I shook her. “Ms. Vida!” I said by mistake (fortunately, everyone was too stunned
to notice) but she had gone completely offline.
That’s when Raj came over and gently touched her shoulders intending to move
her to someplace more comfortable, trying to help, and got — quite literally — the
shock of his life. A blue arc of energy lit up the room and knocked out the power. A
humming blue aura surrounded Ms. Vida. For several horrible seconds it was the only
light and sound in the room. I think everyone had stopped breathing.
Raj stared at his hands. He hadn’t been hurt, but he was badly shaken. First came
shock, then came anger. “Anosh, what the hell just happened!”
“I don’t know.” Well. That was the truth.
I held Ms. Vida’s hand. She was slowly climbing back to consciousness. It wasn’t
lost on anyone that I wasn’t afraid to touch her or that she hadn’t shocked me.
“What the hell is going on?” Raj demanded.
“I’m not sure,” I replied.
Just then Ms. Vida opened her eyes and the lights came back on. But Raj’s TV
didn’t. It was fried.
“I’m sorry,” Ms. Vida said, as if it were the most normal thing in the world, “I can
replace the TV.”
“Can someone please fucking explain what the hell is going on?” Raj cried.
“I’m sorry,” Ms. Vida calmly replied, “but I can’t. I don’t understand it yet
myself.”
“Lady, you fucking shocked me!”
“I’m sorry,” Ms. Vida said for the third time in less than a minute. I could tell she
was being sincere, but her voice sounded distant and distracted — which wasn’t
making Raj feel any better. She turned to me. “Anosh, I think we should leave now.”
And she stood like someone who hadn’t just fainted.
I stood, too. There was nothing else I could do.
Ms. Vida put on her face mask and I did the same. Then she started walking to the
front door. She gently touched Raj’s shoulder on the way. Raj tensed up expecting the
worst, but this time, there was no blue spark. “I apologize Raj,” she said, “but
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sometimes my personal protection gets over enthusiastic.” She smiled warmly; Raj just
looked stunned.
But not too stunned to ask me to hang back for a bit as Ms. Vida made her way to
the car. (When had she summoned the driver? Somewhere in mid faint?) “So,” Raj
asked, “are you her bodyguard?”
“Yes.” Well. It was kind of the truth.
“What’s she into? Must be seriously shady if she’s got personal defense like that.
She like to have killed me.”
“I’m not at liberty to reveal that.” That wasn’t exactly the truth. I probably could
have told him anything I wanted. But then he wouldn’t have believed me.
“Do you love her?”
I didn’t know what to say to that. Of course I loved Ms. Vida. But was I in love
with her? “I really am in IT,” was all I said.
He squeezed my shoulder. “Just be careful my man.”
The smog was worse on the way back to the cottage. Plus, it was dark. Ms. Vida
was silent for most of the ride, staring down at her hands. Finally she said something:
“I’m sorry about shocking your cousin. Well, actually it wasn’t me per se. The avatar
was on automatic. I wasn’t in control. When the web grabbed the Neptune, I was kicked
to the cloud.”
I just shrugged. “Oh, he’ll get over it. He just thinks you’re some kind of high tech
gangster now. He told me to be careful.”
That got a slight smile.
“So what was that ghost web thing anyway?” I asked.
“I’m not sure. I’m not even sure if that was its true form or just an avatar it was
using.”
“Why did it attack the Neptune?”
“It wasn’t attacking; it was just curious.”
“Curious?” I repeated.
“You must realize that we are just as strange to it as it is to us.”
I nodded. Ms. Vida had a point.

***
When we got back to the cottage, we discovered the Hostess had changed our
travel arrangements. Instead of returning to Patagonia business class commercial, we
were jetting back to our hobbit hole in Iceland on a private plane. And when I say “we,”
I meant me along with Ms. Vida in her avatar.
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Flying anything other than commercial was highly unusual. Ms. Vida or the
Hostess traveling tethered to a physical body was even more odd. When Ms. Vida
inquired as to why, the Hostess replied: “We will be receiving a visitor soon. We must
prepare.”
We hardly ever had visitors — especially at the hobbit hole. Occasionally, when I
was feeling super lazy, there was an older man who used to deliver groceries, but that
was about it. Otherwise the villagers knew me as the polite hermit who lived in the
fairy house set in the side of a hill. They hardly ever saw the Hostess and Ms. Vida.
“Who’s our visitor?” asked Ms. Vida.
“Quantanya Roy.”
“The lead argonaut?” I asked incredulously. “Well, she can’t be coming too soon.
She’s still several miles under. And then she has a three week readjustment period once
she reaches the surface. It will be at least a month before she’s ready to travel.”
“I know that seems far in the future,” said the Hostess, “but that really isn’t much
time.”
“Isn’t much time?” I was very confused. “For what?”
“It’s not much time to analyze the data. Barely enough time to crack the code . . .”
“What code?” I demanded.
Ms Vida explained: “When the ghost web grabbed the Neptune, it spoke to me, to
us. I would like to attempt to translate what it said.”
“Does Dr. Roy wish to know?”
“Yes, she will,” the Hostess said. “Especially since I sent her an e–mail: I know
what you saw.
“That still doesn’t explain why Ms. Vida is dragging an avatar along,” I
grumbled.
“Because that,” the Hostess said, “is one of the things Dr. Roy saw just before her
lights went out.”

***
It was back to my lonesome at the hobbit hole until Dr. Roy arrived. Whenever
the Hostess and Ms. Vida tackled a problem in the cloud, there wasn’t much for me to
do except insure they had enough juice and didn’t knock out power to the whole
neighborhood. Oh, and I was supposed to keep people from hanging around and
asking questions, not that they were inclined to. I had established myself as a hermit
and Icelanders are pretty private on general principle.
The only person who was annoyingly curious was my cousin Raj, who e-mailed
me almost daily, twice a day once his TV was replaced. That was understandable. He
was worried about me.
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“Where are you now?” he’d ask.
“Home base,” I’d type back.
“Where the hell is that?”
“You know I’m not at liberty to say.”
“Has your girlfriend nearly electrocuted anyone lately?”
“No, she’s been good.”
That’s when I’d change the topic. “How’s Dr. Roy?” I kept track of her progress
through the news streams, but it was helpful to hear the perspective of someone I knew
on the ground.
“Fine, I suppose. She’s still reacclimatizing to life above sea, so she issues few
public statements. And even then, she stays focused on her physical well being and
dwells little on the Neptune or the thing that nearly killed her. However, Kata, the
Neptune’s first mate, has been talking — at least according to the netbloids. He claims
Dr. Roy had some sort of religious experience down there and that’s why she’s been
mostly mum. Talking about communion with the earth’s soul is uncomfortable for a
confirmed atheist.”
“Are those the exact words the netbloids use? Earth’s soul?
“Yes. At least in the last article I read while waiting for the train.”
“Interesting.”
“Do you know something I don’t know?”
“I know nothing for certain.”
But I had an idea. Before she retreated into the cloud, Ms. Vida dropped a
tantalizing hint. She thought the ghost web’s shock, the unusual patterns she’d seen in
the churning smog of Mumbai, and the ancient intelligence lurking below Victor
Tuskin’s Mars colony were all connected.
I recalled reading in high school some people thought the entire universe was
conscious. Maybe that’s what Ms. Vida meant.
Dr. Roy arrived at the hobbit hole exactly five weeks after the deep sea ghost web
fried my cousin’s TV. The Hostess picked her up at the airport wearing her favorite
avatar, a black man with shoulder length dreads I’d nicknamed Dr. Marley.
I was unprepared for how tiny Dr. Roy was in person. I mean, I knew she’d be
small — the interior of the Neptune was cramped, so physical stature was one of the
criteria they considered when choosing the crew — but she wasn’t even five feet tall.
But just because she was tiny, it didn’t mean she was fragile. She was built like an
Olympic level gymnast, all muscle, barely an ounce of fat. Her haircut was short and
utilitarian. No makeup. No jewelry either except for two gold studs in each ear and one
in her nose. She was attractive, but more handsome than beautiful.
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“Welcome, Dr. Roy,” I said, shaking her hand. “I’m Anosh Kampur.”
She did a quick scan of our foyer. “So this is how the Illuminati lives,” she said.
“I’m not the Illuminati,” I said.
“According to the fringe net, wherever you are, strange things happen.”
“Touché,” I said smiling.
Ms Vida shyly stepped out from behind me wearing the avatar she’d used in
Mumbai. She wasn’t wearing the sari, though, just olive drab cargo pants and a
matching sweater. “Hello, Dr. Roy,” she said.
Dr. Roy jumped and looked like she’d seen a ghost. “It’s...you. I wasn’t making
the whole thing up.”
“No you weren’t. Come. Have a seat. Let’s compare notes.”
Ms. Vida guided our guest to a seat in our living room.
“First of all,” asked Dr. Roy, “who are you people?” She fixed her gaze on Ms.
Vida. “Who are you especially?”
“When I was flesh and blood, my name was Vida Cosmos.”
Dr. Roy was stunned as was I. Ms. Vida had never told an outsider the
unvarnished truth about herself so quickly.
“What do you mean when you were flesh and blood?”
“After a rather unremarkable life, I died of a heart attack almost thirty years ago.
My consciousness was uploaded into a computer where it has been ever since. That’s
how I was able to piggyback onto the Neptune’s systems.”
Dr. Roy had a flash of insight. “That explains the interference. That explains the
tinny echo I heard as I did the countdown. Were you the voice I heard counting down
with me?”
“Yes.”
Dr. Roy pointed to the Hostess aka Dr. Marley. “And who are you?”
“I am the Hostess, an AI developed by the late Dr. Thomas Caine, along with
these two.”
Dr. Roy turned again to Ms. Vida. “So what were your intentions in spying on the
Neptune? You’re lucky I’m willing to keep this quiet and not make this an international
incident.”
Ms. Vida said: “Even if you tried, you couldn’t make it an international incident.
Ultimately, we owe allegiance to no country and technically the Hostess and I don’t
exist.”
“But obviously you live in Iceland,” countered Dr. Roy.
That’s when I spoke up. “I live in Iceland. I’m still a citizen of India. These two
live in the cloud.”
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“You could still be charged with espionage. It is possible to spy in one’s own
country.”
“True. But I don’t think you want to go through the trouble of turning me in.
Otherwise you wouldn’t have come.”
Dr. Roy scrunched up her face like she was about to object, but then thought
better of it. She knew I was right.
“What did you see when the ghost web grabbed the Neptune?” Ms. Vida asked
Dr. Roy, quickly changing the subject.
“How do you know I saw anything?” asked Dr. Roy. “I’ve only spoken about it in
abstract terms, even to Kata. Yet you knew even before the Neptune returned to the
surface.”
“Because,” Ms. Vida said,” I believe I saw it too.”
“And you did respond to my e-mail,” the Hostess added.
Dr. Roy grunted. Outmaneuvered again. Clearly not something she was used to.
“Well...it’s hard to explain...and this is one reason why I’ve spoken to hardly anyone
about it. Because it wasn’t all seeing as in ‘sight’. First of all: I saw you. (She pointed to
Ms. Vida.) I definitely saw you. Then: it was like someone’s life flashed before my eyes,
but it wasn’t my life. It was far bigger than me, almost of cosmic proportions, almost
like I was witnessing things from the distant past, from before the dawn of time, to a
time beyond all futures. I saw a school of fish hatch from a cluster of translucent eggs,
but the type of fish had been extinct for centuries. Then I saw the failure of the
Mocondo Prospect as the ocean would have seen it. A piercing pain, a billowing cloud
of black blood. I witnessed an underwater earthquake as it happened, a yawning maw
in the ocean floor. I saw Mumbai from the point of view of the smog. I saw the inside of
a body riddled with cancer. And it was weird: even though many of the images I felt —
because I felt as well as saw them — were horrific, I also felt at peace, like, this too shall
pass.” Dr. Roy sighed, shook her head, and fell silent. Describing her Neptune
experience was clearly exhausting, but she was relieved to get it off her chest.
Ms. Vida leaned close to comfort her. Fortunately, there were no errant shocks.
“There is an intelligence deep in the earth,” Ms. Vida recited as if in a trance, “rapids
raging beneath the deepest ocean we know.”
Dr. Roy burst into tears and buried her head in her hands. When she lifted her
head again, she was almost smiling. “So you heard that too?” she asked Ms. Vida. “I’m
not crazy?”
Ms. Vida shook her head. “No, far from it.”
“What do you suppose it means?”
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“It could be an attempt of this intelligence to describe itself in a way we can
understand, you know, like the burning bush saying to Moses I am who I am. The Gaia
hypothesis states that our planet is an organism unto itself. And I also remember
reading once about a vast ocean beneath the earth’s crust.”
“But I gather you think it’s more than that.”
“Yes,” Ms. Vida said, “I do. There’s the smog in Mumbai for instance. Whatever
this intelligence is, it’s using the smog as an avatar, much like I’m using this robotic
body as a method to move through the physical world. I’m not sure if it’s simply on a
reconnaissance mission or trying to communicate. And are you familiar with Victor
Tuskin’s trip to Mars and the small outpost he’s established on that planet?”
Dr. Roy nodded.
“I hear similar chatter there, too.”
“Excuse me,” said Dr. Roy. “Chatter?”
“Rudimentary chunks of meaning. Language. Thought.”
“You mean that ghost web thing has thoughts?”
“Yes, as do most things in the universe.”
“Does it mean us ill?”
“I don’t know. For now it just is.”
Silence. I took that as my cue. “We’d like to make you an offer.”
Dr. Roy frowned. “What kind of offer?”
“We’d like to extend an invitation to you to join our collective,” the Hostess said.
“Collective?” Dr. Roy raised an eyebrow.
“We would like to fund your research for starters,” I said.
“Do you wish to fund it so you can own it...and perhaps...bury it?”
“Why so suspicious?” I asked.
“Mr. Kampur, I’m no fool. You are a private citizen who somehow has access to
extraordinary resources. Certainly your largesse comes with strings attached. Currently
the Neptune and my research are funded by the nation of India. I realize government is
not incorruptible, but at least ours has a constitutional obligation to benefit the people.
You do not.”
“I understand your concern,” said Ms. Vida. “I had the same reservations when I
was recruited for this project.”
“What about you, Mr. Kampur? How did you feel about joining this so-called
collective?” Dr. Roy asked.
“Honestly? I was twenty and just thrilled that someone noticed me.”
Dr. Roy laughed.
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“But back to our offer. We’d fund your research and you’d share with us your
findings. In turn, you’d have access to whatever info we find as well as the use of our
considerable computing power. You’ll have access to our safe houses when you’re not
actively working and should you so choose, you can have your consciousness uploaded
to our cloud.”
“Well,” Dr. Roy said, “this is all a bit overwhelming. But frankly: I don’t
understand why you would need me. You hacked into the Neptune’s systems; you
obviously can steal what you want.”
“You have a unique skill set,” Ms. Vida explained. “Free diving, long distance
swimming, a dolphin sanctuary...Anosh and I are former code jockeys — nerds. We’d
like to expand our horizons.” She paused for a beat. “There’s also something else...”
“And that is?”
“I’d like to explore the intelligence behind the ghost web. I’d like to go deep and
— I’m not sure how to say this — I’m not sure if I will come out the same...”
Dr. Roy raised an eyebrow. “What do you mean?”
“Any deep conversation requires a merging of consciousness. In most cases the
merging is temporary and not deep enough to cause a loss of my core identity. Even
though I am intimately bonded with the Hostess, I still am very much Vida. But the
spirit behind the ghost web is vast and alien, more so than anything I’ve known. I have
more in common with a tree. There’s a chance I may get lost when I try to commune
with it. Getting lost may mean my permanent death or it may mean I’m reborn as
something else. I just don’t know.”
“She is not sure if she’ll come back human,” the Hostess explained. “Once she and
the ghost web start talking, she may morph into something else. And I need a human
component for the proper balance. It’s how my father made me.”
“So why take the risk?” Dr. Roy asked.
“Why did you venture to the bottom of the ocean?” asked Ms. Vida smiling. “You
could have died.”
“Because no woman had done it before, because my country had given me the
honor, because I was curious, because I’ve always been an adrenaline junkie...” Dr. Roy
laughed warmly. “Okay, okay. I get your point.” She turned to me. “So how long do I
have to decide whether I want to join your conspiracy?”
“It’s not a conspiracy,” I insisted, even though I knew she was kidding. “But you
have a couple of weeks. You don’t have to start traveling with us right away. I realize
you have obligations to the Indian government to fulfill: a lecture tour, school visits,
scholarly papers and such. And our training will be extensive.”
“Do you want me to upload eventually?” she asked.
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“Only if you wish,” Ms. Vida said. “I’m giving you a luxury I never had.”
“What about you, Mr. Kampur? Do you plan to be a ghost in the machine?”
“Eventually — as soon as I find a replacement for me.”
Silence. No one breathed a word for a very long time. For a while there I thought
Dr. Roy had abandoned breathing entirely, she was so still and quiet. Then she said:
“My mind has been officially blown.”
Dr. Roy decided to join us. It didn’t take her long to make her decision. After she
recovered sufficiently from our initial meeting, I showed her around the hobbit hole,
gave her a tour of the nearby village, and cooked her dinner. She signed on before we
finished dessert.
To say I was surprised would be an understatement. “Are you sure you don’t
want to sleep on it for a while?” I asked. “It’s a big commitment. And it’s permanent.”
“I know,” she said, “but it’s also a wonderful opportunity.”
“Yes,” I agreed, “it is.”
“Just one question, Mr. Kampur: don’t you get lonely? I mean, traveling around
with only two computers for company?”
“Yes. And no. Like that trip to Mumbai where we watched the Neptune
touchdown. That was the first time I’d seen my family in almost a year. And the great
uncle who died? We used to be very close. He was the person who inspired me to be a
programmer. But I barely talked to him in his final months, not because I didn’t want
to, but because I never stayed put for long and I was always so far away. I also wanted
to avoid too many...questions...if you know what I mean. (Dr. Roy had a good laugh at
that one. Apparently her family asked questions about her work as well.) But on the
other hand: Ms. Vida and the Hostess take care of me. Ms. Vida especially. I would call
her a friend.”
“Ms. Vida is a machine,” said Dr. Roy. It almost sounded like she was jealous. But
no, I decided, she couldn’t be. We’d just met.
“No,” I countered. “She is far more than that. When she guided you to our living
room, did her hand not feel warm?”
She lowered her eyes as she thought back to the start of our meeting, before Ms.
Vida had told her about uploading and all. “Yes,” she finally replied, “I guess it did.”
Silence. Then: “You have some amazing tech.”

***
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Though Dr. Roy announced her intentions quickly, it took nearly a year for her to
become a full member of our little group. She had several obligations to fulfill for the
Neptune project and I had to train her, gradually revealing to her our group’s secrets.
The upside of all this is I got to go home more often, I got to know her better, and
eventually I fell for her. I wonder if the Hostess had planned it that way. Like I said,
that AI took care of me more often than I’d care to admit.
Ms. Vida and Tanya also spent a lot of time together analyzing the mounds of raw
data the Neptune had collected during its descent and eventually Tanya discovered that
yes, Ms. Vida could be a real friend. Surprisingly most of the data they worked on had
little to do with their common ghost web connection. In fact, to my knowledge, they
only worked together on the ghost web thing once, and that was right before Ms. Vida
disappeared.
One evening Tanya came to the cottage in Mumbai for dinner after one of her
lectures. I thought we were going to have a quiet evening alone, but we’d barely begun
eating when she asked after Ms. Vida. Was she “physical” (in other words, was Ms.
Vida wearing an avatar) today?
I shrugged. “Don’t know. She’s been quiet. She and the Hostess. Perhaps they’re
thinking. Or regenerating.”
Tanya looked disappointed. “I wanted to talk to her.”
I was disappointed too. I had hoped to have Tanya to myself for the night. “No
biggie,” I said grudgingly, “I can wake her up.”
“No need,” Ms. Vida called. She entered the room in the Green Eyes avatar, the
one she used most often. Had she been eavesdropping on us the whole time?
Tanya rose from her seat. “I’m finally ready,” she said, like she’d made some sort
of momentous decision.
Yep, the night was definitely not going to end the way I had hoped. “Ready for
what?” I asked.
“I’m finally ready to dream on what happened on the Neptune,” Tanya replied.
Tanya was going to dream with Ms. Vida? I thought only Ms. Vida and the
Hostess could do that trick, which would make sense as they were both disembodied
entities in the cloud, but this was Ms.Vida and a flesh and blood human being. How
was that even possible? And if it was possible, how come Ms.Vida had never asked me
to dream with her? I mean, when she and the Hostess were blissing out surrounded by
that humming blue light, they looked so peaceful, so content, so connected, so...in love.
Now I was jealous and confused. “Oh,” was all I said.
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Ms.Vida and Tanya put on masks and went outside. I supposed they were going
to sit on the roof deck and lose themselves in the ever shifting patterns in the smog as
their consciousnesses melded. I cleared the table, washed the dishes, sat in the living
room, and pouted for a while before turning on the TV. Another special news alert.
They were getting annoyingly frequent. What was this one about? Mumbai’s air quality
and never ending lack thereof? No. Victor Tuskin’s Enterprise had finally made it to
Mars, a month later than planned with the first mate at the helm instead of Victor. The
great Victor Tuskin was dead.
An interview was already in progress. “What happened?” the newscaster asked.
“We had a hard time waking him from stasis after he didn’t revive automatically
with the rest of us,” replied the first mate who sounded like he hadn’t slept in a week.
“And then when he finally did come to, it was immediately obvious he was very ill. We
thought maybe he’d suffered a stroke. He was speaking gibberish and he had difficulty
moving far beyond what is normal coming out of stasis. He was also in a lot of pain...”
Another crew member’s voice took over. Perhaps the ship’s doctor? “A scan
revealed multiple tumors throughout his body. He was terminal. The best we could do
was keep him comfortable in his final days. He continued speaking gibberish and he
also drew a few pictures...”
The first piece of Victor Tuskin’s deathbed artwork flashed on the screen. I
immediately recognized what it was as did the newscaster, judging by her loud gasp.
“That’s the thing that almost destroyed the Neptune!”
“The Neptune?” said the first mate. “That was the name of the deep submersible
that went to the bottom of the ocean, isn’t it? Forgive me for not knowing, but we were
in stasis then and with Mr. Tuskin’s health crisis and eventual passing we have yet to
catch up.”
“Yes.”
“The ship was destroyed?”
“No, the mission was a success. But that thing really traumatized the crew, the
lead argonaut especially. Dr. Roy has never definitively spoken about what happened.”
The newscaster and first mate rambled on for a few minutes and some more
artwork from the late billionaire flashed on the screen. A huge gas nebula as seen from
a space telescope. A steampunk looking spacecraft with elaborate sails. A page of what
looked like mathematical calculations, except there were several symbols used I’d never
seen before. Finally: some sort of navigational chart. A map?
I forgot all about the night’s disappointment. This was big! Had Victor Tuskin
somehow encountered the ghost web while his hibernating body rocketed through
space? Well, Ms. Vida had said it all was connected.
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I ran outside without a face mask and got another shock. The smog had thinned
significantly and was glowing blue. And not just around the cottage, which I would
have half expected, but as far as my eyes could see. There were several confused people
out in the middle of the street just standing around, staring, breathing. And speaking of
breathing: I should have been wheezing, choking, or having an epic coughing fit by
now. But I wasn’t. The air felt pure and electric. I was suddenly joyous. The fever has
broken! a voice inside me sang. We have made it through!
I saw Ms. Vida and Tanya on the roof deck, sitting hand in hand, bathed in a deep
blue light. I called to them excitedly, dying to tell them about the newscast and Tuskin’s
death, but of course they didn’t hear me.
I went back inside and brought the Hostess online. “Do you have any idea what’s
going on?” I asked.
“Vida has the final piece of the puzzle,” she replied. “She will be leaving us
soon.”
Just then the lights flickered for a moment, then went out completely. “Hostess?”
I called.
No answer.
I went outside again. Thankfully we hadn’t blown out the lights to the whole
neighborhood. That was precisely the kind of publicity we didn’t need. But the smog
had stopped glowing blue and the curious onlookers had begun to disperse. No blue
glow on the roof either, although Ms. Vida and Tanya were still there holding hands.
I went back inside. It was dark and deathly quiet. I had the queer feeling that time
had stopped, or at least paused to take a breather. The calm before the storm? I plopped
down in the couch to wait for Tanya and Vida to come down from the roof, but it took
them forever to come back. I grew tired of waiting and fell asleep.
I had the strangest dream. (In fact, it was strange I dreamed at all. Usually when I
slept, my mind went blank.) Ms. Vida was standing on the roof deck looking like she
did back in the old days when she was flesh and blood, singing a song that sounded
like an incantation. She had a decent voice (and in real life she did, she used to
absentmindedly sing to herself as she was writing code) and a small crowd began to
gather around the cottage.
Her voice grew louder and stranger and eventually she started performing vocal
feats that were humanly impossible, like singing two opposing melodies at once. She
sounded less and less human until she stopped sounding at all. She started to pull a
string of white flowers out of her mouth like a magician pulls endless scarves out of a
hat. Eventually the flowers turned to doves and the doves transformed to thousands of
milkweed pods falling like rain...
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Tanya shook me awake. When I opened my eyes, the room was uncomfortably
bright. It had to be late afternoon.
“I’m sorry to cut out on you like that,” she apologized. “I know you had
something special planned for last night.”
I sat up slowly. Last night seemed like eons ago.
“But if I didn’t talk to Ms. Vida then, I was going to lose my nerve.”
“Ms. Vida. Is she still here?”
“No, Anosh,” she wistfully replied. “At least not how she used to be.”
I let that sink in. “Did she merge with it? The ghost web?”
Tanya hesitated a beat before she answered my question. “I guess you could say
that.” Then: “Anosh, we have a lot of work to do.”
Tanya took a deep breath, then started talking faster than I thought was humanly
possible. Her rambling monologue touched on many things, some of which I wonder
how she knew, like Victor Tuskin’s death and his trove of deathbed drawings.
Everything in the galaxy is alive, she said. It’s all connected by webs of energy in space,
much like trees in a forest are connected by their roots. Planets and stars, they are seeds.
They grow, mature, and die. This seed, this earth, is dying, but another earth has
sprouted to take its place. Nothing is ever lost. Nothing is ever wasted. There is growth
even in apparent destruction...
She went on and on like this, spewing cosmic knowledge like a coked up guru at
a rave. I swear: she didn’t shut up for at least an hour. Then suddenly: “I’m beat!” She
marched into my bedroom, threw herself onto the bed, and was snoring less than a
minute later.
I went to the roof to check on Ms. Vida — or rather the Green Eyes avatar. If Ms.
Vida had indeed left the building, it wasn’t safe to leave the avatar there unattended
where some curious unauthorized person might approach it and get the shock of their
lives. My cousin Raj still hadn’t forgiven me.
But Ms. Vida hadn’t left yet. Instead she was sitting staring at the sky. This
afternoon you could actually see it. The smog was lighter than it had been in years.
“You’re still here,” I said, sounding way too relieved.
“You sound surprised,” Ms. Vida said. “Did you really believe I’d go without
saying goodbye?”
“I wasn’t sure if that ghost web thing would give you a chance. You might not
remember what went down at my cousin’s place, but you went out like a light.”
She beckoned me to sit beside her and placed a hand over mine. It was so warm
and soft, it almost felt human. “I understand your concern, but really, I’ll be fine.”
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“So: when you guys dreamed, what did you find out? I mean, Tanya tried to tell
me, but she was talking a mile a minute...”
“It was a lot for even me to take in. I tried offloading some of the data to the
Hostess in the cloud, but even she was momentarily overwhelmed. But the short
version is: everything is connected; everything is alive.” She paused while I rolled my
eyes. Then: “You remember when we visited Pando?”
Yes, I did. It wasn’t too long after Ms. Vida awoke to her new life in the cloud and
was itching to spread her wings. On the surface Pando looked like a forest of aspen
trees, but genetically it was all one tree connected by a massive common root system. It
was the largest, heaviest, and most likely, the oldest living thing on earth — and it was
slowly dying. Ms. Vida wanted to try to talk to it while she had the chance, which
wasn’t surprising. That’s why Caine and the Hostess had stolen her soul in the first
place.
After hacking through some red tape, I secured us camping privileges for a week.
Back then that was the longest time I’d spent in the great outdoors and I wasn’t looking
forward to it. Ms. Vida went as Green Eyes; the Hostess was Dr. Marley.
Anyway: we set up camp. I mostly sat around bored and itchy while the Hostess
and Ms. Vida did their communing with nature thing. Frankly, it looked like a whole lot
of tree hugging bullshit to me. But one night things finally clicked.
There was the familiar blue humming, but this time I wasn’t the only one who
heard it. Ms. Vida and the Hostess were lying together on the ground, hand in hand,
staring blank-eyed at the night sky. As soon as the blue humming started, the deer
began to congregate. They came out of curiosity; they stayed because they were
hypnotized. Soon we were completely surrounded — deer in the headlights times at
least fifty. It was awesome — and creepy.
The deer weren’t the only ones who gathered. I could hear several pairs of wings
flapping above us and felt small scurrying things sprinting around. You know how on
some nights you go outside and are overwhelmed by the sight of the night sky and all
its stars? I mean, the sky is so ginormous and you are so small. Well, that’s how I felt
that night as the animals gathered around us in Pando. There was life everywhere and I
was just one tiny piece of an enormous whole.
“Where are you going?” I asked Ms. Vida.
“Anosh, this planet is dying,” she began. “I know that hardly sounds profound.
Most people with two eyes and half a brain have known that for a while now. And
though there are plenty trying to save our home, it has been too little far too late. But
new worlds are being born all the time, kind of like Pando sprouts new saplings to
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regenerate itself...” Ms. Vida paused. “I’ve been invited to merge with one of those
saplings. I will help seed a new world.”
Except for the whole planet is dying thing, Ms. Vida’s announcement should have
made me feel hopeful, but it didn’t. I only felt sad and lost. I realized this was the last
conversation we would have. Before I knew it, my eyes were leaking.
She squeezed my hand. “Please don’t cry. I’m not dying; I’m just changing.
Besides: you can’t afford to waste time grieving. The team has a lot of work to do. Victor
Tuskin left maps, technology, and most of all, he left his means...”
“But he owns all that shit,” I objected.
“Victor Tuskin is dead — and he left the company and all its holdings to us.”
I was shocked. “How the hell did you swing that?”
Ms. Vida responded by gripping my hand so hard, I swore she was going to break
my fingers. A vision popped into my head: Ms. Vida in her Prya avatar, the one she’d
worn to my cousin Raj’s, having dinner with Victor Tuskin. He looked positively
besotted with her. I wondered: how long had that been going on? Then it occurred to
me: that’s how she hacked him. Good old social engineering. A caper to end all capers.
She leaned in close to kiss my cheek. “Don’t worry, Anosh. This isn’t really
goodbye. We will meet again. The night of jubilee is coming.”
Ms. Vida stood, her avatar’s green eyes glowing brightly. I should’ve been
spooked by the glow eye routine, seeing as it made her look possessed, but I was
perfectly fine with it. It made sense. After all, Caine and the Hostess had raised her
from the dead. This is where things had been headed all along. Caine would have been
proud.
That was the last time Ms. Vida was physical. By evening she was gone with the
ghost web — to nowhere — yet everywhere — all at once.

–– Franetta McMillian
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